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& VICINITY.

VILLAGE
-The

===============

spring poet is hatching.

-Next Monday is Valentii 1 e's Day.
-Miss Hattie Ellis is home from Dixfield, this \\>eek.
-F. A. Porter, :Esq., of Rumford, was
in town Wednesday.
-Now cra.:k the old "chestnut"
about
winter's back being broken.
-Hon.
Montreal

-The lot made vacant by the burning
OUR
NEIGHBORS.
of Canton House is one of the best in the
village.
It is of good width and depth
and would make a fine location for a block
Bethel.
containing stores on the first floor, a hotel
By special providence I was permitted
on the second, and halls above.
A nice to attend meeting at We,t Peru last Satlarge hall is much needed in Canton for urday evening, and again at Peru on the
public use and no doubt would be paying
following Sabbath.
Both sermons were
property.
\Vith the present
business preached by Rev. Mr. Noyes, the evangeprospects of Canton such an enterprise
list, and the first I had heard from him for
can be reasonably expected.
nearly th irty years.
That was won after
-Prof
Drury gave his opening lecture his conversion, when he firSt began to
T
d •
.
•
preach; and I well remember
an expreeues ay evemng.
He intended to post- sion he mattle during an evening praye1·
pone, but so many were there he did not
wish to send them away without that meeting at that ti me. He was full of the
which they had come for. Wednesday
spirit of the Master then, as now; and
evening he gives the analysis of every after, praying, singing and speaking
sevfaculty of the mind, showing the result era! times, he arose again before the meetwhen large and predominant, or small and ing closed and began to apologize for ocdeficient.
This
is given
by no other cupying so much time; ''.but," said he, "I
lecturer in the field, and should be heard can't
Ij am glad
k keep h my tongue still."
by all who cannot account for the many t O now t at same tongue has been to
mysteries of human natm·e shown in our work in th e good cause ever since. The
daily walks of life.
See particulars
of firS t sermon he ever preached was in the
future lectures each day by bills.
old town house at Hartford Centre.
He
IO lbs:
Rice for 50 cts. at H. H. Bur- is now.holding a series of meetings at difbank's.
ferent piaces in Peru.
assisted by Revs.
-With
one exception,
the insurance
Lovejoy and Ventres.
The meetings
are
men, who have come from abroad to ad- highly interesting,
and a number have
J·ust the losses by the recent fire in Canton,
been hopefully converted.
May the work
f
t
d
-1
1
were gentlemen,
and made satisfactory
con rnue o sprea unti f ra yer s rnll asterms with the parties insured4 This ex- cend from every family in our land.
ception was a dude with a tall hat and fur
Mrs. E. P. Kimball finished a term of
collar on which the rim of his hat rested, nine weeks school in district No. 4 in
th t t
J t
k
d •
• •
a nd he claimed to represent th e Merch_ant'~ f _a do~n as wee~• a;,hi_s no,: viSitrng
Insurance Co. of New York; but we be- nen s 111 • reenwoo •
is was er 52nd.
lieve he was a very good misrepresentation
school, and a very successful one.
of said company.
His name was North,
I received an interesting
letter from
and as his ballast was mostly wind we Darius 0. Davis, of Minn., last week.
thought a blizzard had struck town.
He That state is in the same latitude as this,
not only abused the policy holder whose and M1·. Davis says it is no uncommon
loss he came to adjust, and left without thing in winter for the thermometer
to
giving him any satisfaction,
l:>ut also in- stand from 48 to 50 o below _zero, six weeks
suited others in town who hold policies in at a time.
the same Company.
\Vhen we have paid
Our climate continues as changeable as
an enormous price for insurance and either ever; cold waves, snow storms, rain storms

J. P. Swasey's family are in
attending the carnival.

-)frs.
Sarah K. DeShon has gone to
Mass., visiting friends and reiatives.
-Miss Fannie Richardson,
of the TELEPH0NE office, went to Montreal, Monday,
to attend the annual ice carnival.
-:'v!ichael Looney has been granted a
ension.
Vve hear it stated that Michael
p
was a good soldier and a deserving
pensioner.
-Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Heald have closed
their services at Hot,,J Swasey, and Mr,
and Mrs. C. E. Knowlton of Bradley, Me.,
are fillir..g the vac:rncies.
-Rev. Mr. Blake and H. P. Knight exchanged
pulpits
last Sabbath.
Many
friends in Canton regret Mr. Blake's departure to other fields of labor.
-The Ladies Relief Corps give a masque
sociable and corn supper at Grange Hall,
Canton,
Tuesday
evening,
Feb. 15th.
Tickets for supper, 2octs. per couple.
All
invited.
-The first load of bark for the new tannery was landed 10.st vVednesday by one
of the Niles Bros., amid cheers and throwing of hats. There has already quite a
quantity been hauled in.
-More business is being done at Fuller's saw mill in this village, this winter,
than before for a long time. They have
sawed out some handsome pine lumber,

1

-0. Gammon had 800 bushrls of potaThe Lewiston Journal says,
toes delivered by farmers at his store in
A meeting of the creditors of the DeniCanton last week. He now has an immense son Manufacturing
Co. of Mechanic Falls
pile on hand.
Mr. Gammon pays 45cts. is appointed for Webnesday, Feb. 16th, at
per bushel for the best. Most of those the Court House, Auburn. The mills were
from Mexico.

vi~~;~s!~

,s:~~o~ ;;ce~i~b:::~

:~t~~:e:ys

held Saturday
evening.
Dr. A. L. Stanwood and J. M. Holland were disputants
on the question:
"Resolved that capital
punishment ought to be abolished.,,
-By request of a number of his hearers
we give this week a sermon delivered in
Canton by Rev. J. L. Smith of Harrison.
The regular Talmage sermon also appears,
and thii, over-plus of theology necessitates
the delay of several communications
now
.on file.
-Col. W. A. R. BoothbyofWaterville,
was in town Tuesday, adjusting losses for
the No. America Ins. Co. It to0k him
inst twenty minutes to adjust two losses in
a satisfactory manner.
./1'1:r.Boothby is a
genial man, and ranks foremost amoni;
the insurance men of the state.
-The Canton Temperance
League began its second quarter Sunday evening by
electing officer, as follows: Pres., E. N.
Carve1·; Vice Pres., A. R. Dorr, Nahum
Moore, H. H. Burbank; Sec., H. A. Ellis;
Chap., H. P. Knight.
A lively meeting
was enjojed and over twenty speakers took
part.
Seven names were added to the
pledge, making the present membership
98.
6ysters every
Burbank's.

Friday

night

af H. H.

-THE
FUNNY BUSINESS-CHAP. 2.y om· paper said last week that
the
funny man paid $5.00 for one-half of a lot
of phosphale
that cost the sharp man only $4.00. The buyer was satisfied with
the trade, and got the worth of his money,
but we want to tetl where the funny business comes in. The seller declared that
,he paid $10 for the lot, and the man with
him swore to it. Now that story if it gets
into the piggery will set both of these gentlemen up_ in the soap business.
\Ve are
satisfied with the best end of the bargain.
Trrn FUNNY MAN.

4th, three couples ventured to brave the
fury of the wind to Rumford Centre, to attend an Oyster supper at D. L. Kimball's.
C. P. Eaton and wife have returned
from a visit to Lewiston.
The sound of the steam-whistle is heard
from our new birch mill, operated
by
Messrs. Abbott and Bennett.
Warren M. Adams has a fine pair of
calves, we think the best in the County,
that measure 5ft. and 4in. well matched.
SNIDE.

broke her leg some time last summer, is
now able to get around quite comfortably
without the asaistance of crutch or cane.
George Brown Esq. is puttirigin a stock
of groceries.
N. M. Cox has put in a stock of boots,
shoes, rubbers, slippers, etc.
W. T. Enstis is in town.
I-I. L. Fairbanks was in town last week.

bath and by earnest request preached at
both churches at E. Sumner.
He started

Wm. R. Niles of Portland·
town on business.
SCIENCE

;~0u;dd~~;t

Rumford

HILL.

The cold weather of the past week left
•
I
b
b
d
1·t s .,mpresswn
ong to
e remem ere •
Many old people pronounce it to be the
coldest within their remembrance.
Your
scribe while returning
from \Vil ton vii!age, froze one toe on his right foot.
Willis Towle has returned from Mass.,
where he has been cutting ice.
The school exhibition and Lyceum at
Dixfield Centre was postponed
several
th
st
nights on account of ormy wea er, but
at last succeeded in their entertainment
and blow storms follow each other in rapid with grand results.
The question is again
successio'I, a nd probably will continue to, to be agitated on Saturday
evening, Feb.
th
nd
"while th e ear th remaine
·" A
Jan- 12th, if pleasant, if not to be the Saturday
nd
th
uary was so cold a
rough
at our muse evening followrng.
Qyite an interest is
could keep th e blues off only by singing'
manifested in the question, and it is hoped
All terre 5trial th ings muS t come to a close; that it will be as ably discussed as before.
The bl~~~-~~~~~~,g waves, th e snow st0 rms
Hermon A. Childs intends attending
Will soon be remembered
as dreams of the Normal school at Farmington
this
th e paa t ,
spring.
G. C. C.
nd
A
t~=~~gel of spring shall greet us at
East Hebron.
L. D.
The gatherinba of ice is still carried on.

111

~~~uri;,~pn;;_~t· 0 };s isit~ :eel;
0
th
f~ttt'.!\~
:_ug~~fs~~~
the trader, a relative of Adna T. and Adna
C., is also closed.
Judge Wing of Auburn, attorney for the
Denison Manufacturing
Co., characterizes the not
present
condition of
as a
failure
a suspension.
The affairs
liabilities

!~~~~~I~[d.

Ephrai:~~~~~nt:j~.\Vaite

f

have

gone to Montreal to the Carnival.
D. Barker, Waite andD. M. Foster have
put in a store of ice. It is only IO inches
thick of pure ice. It realJy seems we have
had cold weather enough to make it thicker.
will be fully $500,000. The present value
Thayer's mill started up Tuesday, sawof the assets is a subject of future compu- inglonglumber
cut on Bradbury's.
75 ,000
talion.
The property
at Mechanic Falls r
f .
•
b
h 1d •
•
has cost fully $75 0 , 000 , though, of course, ,eet o prne 11av111g een
au e 111 t 1llS
its pi:esent worth of value is not so great. winter.
He has a large quantity of birch
Much of the valuable machinery was put for spool stock.
in when other methods of m'annfactnre
The Ladies' Circle will hold their next
were in operation and some of it has nat.
·th M
J M H
d \V d
urally become obsolete.
sess10n w1 • rs. • • o 11an , • e nesMost of the heavier creditors are out of the 16th, afternoon and evening.
Gentlethe State.
The banks in Lewiston and men are invited to supper, which will conAuburn have little unsecured paper.
The sist of hulled corn and oysters.
Tickets
working condition of the mills of Mechanic Falls is admirable.
It is feared that the 15 cts. The ·tadies are in earnest and are
Come out and
business will have to be altogether
re-or- engaged in a good cause.
ganized.
have a good time. Come one, come all.
It is claimed that the company would
I
H.
have tided over, but for the strike at Canton. The company failed in 1879 and has
Carthage.
been in hard sledding ever since. The
IIelen Pettengill is about the same.
failure is a great disaster to J\lechanic Falls.
Mrs. N. S. Smith has been quite sick,
It is difficult to comprehend how "the b
h . b
strike at Canton"
(So men refusing to
ut s e 15 etter now.
work longer without their pay, some of
Singing sehool finished with quite a
short notice.
'
which was due before the trouble a year
Mrs. Jessie Perkins has been quite ill.
ago last Tune) can be responsible
for the Is better now.
failure of a concern doing business on a
Mrs. S. C.' Morse has been very sick,
capital of over half a million.
but° she is on the gain,
It is reported that Childs & Staples and
G. A. Stevens, Gilbertville, are involved
They are trying to get th e mail route
by handling the Denison store orders, but established from Dixfield to Carthage.
it is not known to what extent.
Mr. Drake has sold his black horse to
Considerable
is due Lucius Packard of Benj. Ra nd '
Auburn and James Irish of Hartford, for
Our sick Miss Addie Drake has been
th
wood, and many in this vicinity will be st0 PPing ai: Dixfield a few days at
e
sufferers to some extent.
The help at the doctor's.
th
th
Gilbertville pulp mill ai-e entitled to the
Mr. Na aniel Greene is about
e same.
sympathy of all, when the facts are known.
E.
\Ve could name several workman whom
DIXFIELD.
the company are owing from $500 to $6oo
Last week we were favored with a series
for wages. And some have really suffered of six lectures by Prof. A. A. Drury.
We
for the necessaries of life while earning
think that the Pro!. has a thorough know!this amount.
We hope the c61'npany will edge of the science of Phrenology
and
be re-organized on a basis that will enable J Physiognomy.
He explains the science to
them to pay their help promptly, at least. an audience with great skill, and his truth-

I

sl~v~;-. B~~sn::·ig~1:;:

East Sumner.
Two cases of diptheria are reported as
fatal. Wm. G. Abbot and' Hezekiah Stetson have each lost a child from this dreadful disease.
It is hoped that the disease
is mainly checked now, although we hear
that other members of the family are havth
ingRev.
a mild
form Rice
of was
e complaint.
Gilman
in town last ' Sab-

to ttt:n
to Andover on Saturdty
thbut w:s
O
~b- ,ge blto ~e~ur~ in account
e roa s
e~oc ·e wit sn~t~
h
·ct
mte a party assem e at t e res, ence
of vour correspondent on Thursday, the
occasion being a meeting of the ladies Circle. Rev. C. T. Keen of Hebron was
has been in present and was heartily welcome.
SLOCUM.
A. B. C.

c;

and a large lot of logs a e still on the ice. suffered loss or periled our lives to save
-The Good Templars give a social enter- property insured, we feel th at decent usage
tainment at Grange Hall, Monday evening,
is small enough pay.
____
Feb. 14th. to which all are invited, especially the young folks. Refreshments,
FAILED FOE HA:C.FA MIJJLI0U•
coffee and cake served free. Admission
2
IO cents.
Th DenisonPaper Mfg. Co.Shut DJw:n.

hauled last week.came

ful delineations of those he examined is
truly wonderful.
James S. Widber of Livermore
was in
town last week. Mr Widber has had an
increase of$2.oo per month to his pension.
]\'f. W. Kilgore has gone to Augusta on
business.
N. M. Cox has gone to Livermore on a
visit.
Q.!;iite a number of our young men had
a call to visit Paris Hill this week.
Chas. A. Newton and wife were plessed
'
with a boy baby of 9 lbs. the 4th.
Mr. Joseph Mitchell, who has been quite
sick for some weeks past, is repo1'ted as
gaining slowly. Dr. \Ving attends him.
Mrs. A. J. Lang is reported to have been
dangerously sick of late. Dr. Richardson
is now attending
her, and he reports her
improving.
We learn that Mrs. F. n. Smith, wh;

a~~

Falls.

Now look here, L. D. ! You can't
up a row between the minister and

hatch
John,

for they are both of them good "fellers"
and non-combatants.
There i& a little
touch of the Qyaker about them.
And
John doesn't take exceptions to his preaching, nor to any man',
preaching
who
preaches in all honesty.
He does not
even criticise and berate Paul for sayi11g
that the creation itself also shall be delivered from the bonoage of corruption
into
th e glorious liberty of the children of God.
Neither does he intimate that Paul was in
a jbking frame of mind when he uttered
that suggestive text. In regard to repentance after death, L. D. and John have
about as much knowledge as the average
creature who looks through a glass darkJy. Doubtless there will be rather more
genuine repentanec beyond the flood than·
there appears to be on this side. Else it
would be difficult to understand the idea
of liberated creation.
By the way, did you read the little item
of R. R. news? Didn't I tell you so!

:::::::r:;:
Good bye.

JOHN.

West

Sumner.

ing to make a bee to-day to get in ice as
he is so feeble and unable to do any work
himself.
l\'Irs. \V. N. Hodgdon had another severe
attack of her stomach trouble Friday night,
and Saturday.
Drs. Wm. B. and Charles
Bridgham were both called in, and examined ·her. They consider her case very
critical.
Mr James Fogg is also quite sick

There are still cases of diptheria'around
us. Two deaths in the last week, and new
cases, mostly confined to families already
stricken.
T he Kimball~, vocalists and comedians,
who were here a year ago, were greeted
with a full house the 5th. inst.
L. C. Howe and wife of Auburn. made a

and Miss Mary V. Moulton had the Dr.
Sund,\y.
The service at the F. B. Church Sunday
was well attended.

flying visit to his fathers', recentl_y.
Our s:nging school is progressing finely.
The different ice houses are nearly filled,

\Ve enjoyed a pleasant Q;_M. at Canton.
interest was marnfested in the
meeting.

with clea1· blue ice, to be among next
summer's luxuries.
REM.

A good

K.
East

Ru.11nt'ord.

15 lbs. Standard
Granulated,
19 lbs.
Good Brown, or 17 lbs. White Coffee Su-

We had 14 days in January, that mercu- gar for $~~-~~_!1·_:1_-!~r~-~~~~s."-·
ry was zero and below.
Sleighing
good
Horn.
now.
Dixfield-Feb.
4, to the wife of Chas. A.
I see that Portland, Boston and New Newton, a son.
York parties have secured a charter for a
Portland-Feb.
I, to the wife of W. C.
R. R. from Bryant's
Pond to Rumford
Mitchell, a daughter.
Canton-Feb.
7, to the wife of S. C.
Falls.
Does it mean business?
Jones, a son.
M. L. Wyman is at home for a short
Livermore-Jan.
19, to the wife ofStephseason.
en Russell, a daughter.
A Masquerade
will come off in this
Died.
District next Friday evening at M. L. WySumner-Feb.
I, Ada V.,
daughter
of
man's.
CHIPS.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Abbott, aged 3 yrs,
5 mos.
Plenty of snow, cold weather and sick
Sumner-Feb.
4, Mary, daughter of Mr.
people in town now. Samuel Richardson
and Mrs. Hezekiah Stetson, aged about 2
has not gained any since our last writing. years.
The Dr. reports Mrs. Jeff Jackson a litValentines at BoS t on 5 cent st ore.
tle better, but not out of danger.
He also
reports James Davis' case as a very criticThe undersigned
wishes to give notice
al one.
The Ladies' Aid met with Mrs. C. F. that Geo. B. Staples is buying. wood for
fued and poplar wood on his own account
Wheeler, Feb. 1st, with an attendance
of and has been since last fall, and not as
thirty, and were entertained
and highly agent for the Denison Paper Mfg. Co.
DENISON
PAPER MFG. CO.
amused by our well-known
orator and
By ADNA T. DENISON, Pres.
3m4
townsman
N. Irish, who rendered one
of his comical selections in his best manner. The Ladies' Aid meets with Mrs. A.
A thoroughbred
Hereford
bull.
For
J. Knight, Feb. 15th.
particulars
address
H. N. Chase, BuckNotwithstandi11i
the severe blow of Feb. field, Me.
4t 4

To The Public.

J.

For Sale.

I
either piece is a piece of tlB cros 9 , ~>me iu on tight l-Iis battl_es aud endure His sa~~lfices,
t.hat piece. "Some on broken pieces ot tlte au d you will fin~ th at your heart has b~en
slti 1>,,
changed from a Jtmgle of ~horny sc_ept1~1,m
•
.
.
b
h'
iato a garden abloom with luxunaut Joys
1 am
talkm!!; with a man a out Is Rou1• such as you neve1· dreamed of-from
a
THE BROOKLYN DIVINE'S He has reeently been travel!ng in New En~- Caprera of sadness and desolation iato a
land and h" stopped over mght at ~ndov_ei. very Paradise of God. I do uot know how
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS, AT
H" says to me: "I don't beeome a Chr1st•a11 your theory went to pieCJR. Pe1·h:ips your
SUNDAY SEHMOl~.
ueeause I d?n't ~hink_ that a man's fate 1s 11·- fatiler and mother sta,·ted you ou a plank,
revocably hx:ed m this work!. I thmk th _er~ they having no reli~ion that amounted to
CANTON. OXFORD Co.I ME.
1s such a thing
as repentance
a!_to, much of their own. Or perhaps your parents
Subject or Discourse:
"A Split Tho
cleuth." "My brothel'," I say to h1111, were too severe and rigid and cracked you
ology."
" whut f~ nil that
to you?
Do not ovel' the head ,vith a p.;alm book. Perha;Js
you realize that a man who, Ill the vou had a b:isiaes, partner who was a
I. N. CA l'EU, Edlt:or and Propt'ietor.
h\•Pe that there may b3 achanceal'tor rleatll. iuem'Jer of the ~burch and he played on you
Tn:XT: "Some on b1·oke.npiecel of tho gn·es np _a ·good chance bef 1!1·~ d,.,, th .1~ 6 a very mean tl'ic:,, and ever sinca you have
ship. "-The Acts x:x:vii., 44.
j st.al'k fool/ Do not you 1'0ahze it 1s unbe~ility b€>euuisgu;;te.l w:th religion,
Perhaps you
Never off Goodwin Sands or the Sl,erri$
for a man ~o ref~1se to ._come ~s!1ore • on ~ lave intidel. assoobt _s who ara every day
Within the last three or four months
or Cape Hatteras was 6 ship in worse pre~
l~~aJo~!- tt~~:~vi/:i'~v
1•~~c
1;i:tt:: 1~~- t~ik•1:,1ga:sa1ucl: Chr~tt1a~1ty ur~t1~7ouv:~~
-there have sailed from th~ United States
dicament ;tan in t~~ M~~~w~~:aean hurri- be: plank th:·own hilll ;1fter de~tl, ! fJ,, .. ~ ;onadiea~~~u bJii:ve t~an mof what, vou
-!or foreign
mission
fields
ninety-nine
~~e:~~ the g~~~~ts~?&r:l.ta or J.:tfi:_n[~~• you ple~se, my brot~er, butsiuce I ,11;.'otfored uo believe. fo OU) respect . you ·are
·1 f.
h
t.
pardon for all my sins now, o.ud ot,~1·e,! all like Lord Nelson, who wished m hattlfl to
1- 'f tb t • l d
'.lllell ::ind women-some
for Africa, some
'v:c~:ta'.°p~~le~
two a w~~1~:or the joys of t~me and et:rnitv
uow. I df ;regard'!- l'e1:caiu si,ual, a:J._t h~put h\ssea
1
1&r India,
some for China and Japan,
tempest, and the ship ,~as en~ir~ty disabled,
t~·~f;e~,hd~~ 1 ~a~h:nct~!
'.~~Je';,~~
cfh~7~sie~~d
1;
,:$0Ill!l for Srnm. etc.
tion~p~~t~i- t!,it!k t~ey ~:tn peel_ ,"'f ."; twist
_ora or puttiug this fielcl !,las; of ,fhe go,sp~I
01
mand of tl.te vessel.
He was small
Scnpt,_ue passage ~vh1ch,fu1 all the Ch, 1strn~ your _blind eye aucl ,aymg I cau t sev,
The peanut
crop this season is the crookod-back
and
sore-eyed
accvr<I: !!9ntunes has been 10terorete_ct another way.
put 1t to your othel'. eye, the ".Ye
iuo- to tradition.
It was 'Fan!.
the ~1t.saysaman:
"[don'tbeht>vemPnnct'ton
of fa1t_h, a'1d you w,ll
se9 Christ,
:hc-.iYiest of any year except that of 1883.
011
j nus·ared man on bo?rd. Ht! was 00 vaeology, or New Haven theolo2:y, or 111Arnio- and seemg Him, you s_eeall. Vvhat3".'er you
'llte consumption
for 18S4-5 was 2. 903, - moi-e afrai I of a eurn:lyclon that could toss ver theolo2;y." My_hrotlH•r. l Jlo uot ns_k yo? uel!e,,e or. do n ,t bo!1~ve_.you. certmnly bathe ~Jediterrunean sea to the µ;ates of He:1- to go on hoard of either or those meu-ot-wa1,
lleve m vic1nous snlferrng,_ for. you see it
,0~0 bushels, and for 18S3-6 2,735,000.
ven nutl tlien sink it to the ifates or hell than
H1e1r portbotes fillecl. with the gre~t qieg-e evel'y day arou,id you rn soma shape.
LaSt
"l'hc growing of this nut is a great ind us- he ,~as afraid of a kitte,~ playi 11g w'cth a guns of ecdesiastical bmttle. Come in ou the month the stearn,;h_1pKmckel'bocker, ~~ the
string. He orders them all down to take g-ospel plank aad stl'ike o~t for the Pcrtrl• Cromw_ell l1ue, ply1~::;-LJ~tw_eeuN~w Olle~a~
-try iu Virginia,
Tennessee
and North
111
st
th
tbeir rat.ions first askiu" a blessino- on their
struno- beach of Heaven. "Some 011 un>!wn a,ut he, e, got lll" gieat
o, · ~utl e Cap
Carolina,
the former state
this year
foot!. Then '1rn in,tl!·e,; Su their ll;;'es, prnm- piel'e; of the ship."
s:i.i11sa'."' that tho. schooner .\Iary D. ~ran'.
isi11g them complete rescue, and so far from
I am talking with another man nh·v•t his mer, of Ph1fa_l~l1?l11a,
w'.tsgvn'.:;? 11. the'. c~ks:
growing
1,800,000 bushels.
11
th
st
lasing their heads, tlley wo11ld not lose so ,?ul and he says: "l d"n'r, b~,..,in-, ·t Chris- so the cl ef ojwe, • e fii o.tLe, uf t~e st eam
rnu('h of t,lle hai,· as·you conhl cut off with t1an because I don'• ka,1w ,, •.,,,,,, thtl doe- s!.11µand four men put, out m a lifebo:i.t t:
In the United Stales there arc 2269 brewouo clip of the sdssors.
AJ'"· not a torend rrtne or electto, 1 aurt rref'I o.-i;ency; t"o,,,
ha!µ the scllooner.
rn"y cann up nem
cries, which produce
annually 460, 832,- ot' it wh~ther it wc-re grav with a"'e or "'Old- doctrines mix me all up." Tbere wn.s a tin1 ➔ wlrnl'e the s~hooner was anJ a haw.;er was
en ,;itl.t youth.
''-There shall not ':i.baif fall when I was b~thered about those tilings, but thrown t-> tlle b1at, tl.te sch ,oner wa, st~;1-red
400 gallons, or over 7 gallons per head.
from the bead of auy of you." Realizing
I am no loni:,:er bothered abmt t.hem.
r away,_ tow"d_,.;:':wa, from the rocks. Ihe!.1
tro.t they would never be ahle to real'h the have settle,! them in this way: J lrnve rna,le llie wrnd sin. :;eel and the schooner was_ rn
In Germany there are 23,940 bl'cweries,
desired haven, they ma!rn the sea, on that
IIP my mind t,hat if I love Christ >tnrl live an
perfect
sa[.;t.y.
J:lnt oh, what a time
which
produce
annually
900,000,003
fourteenth night, ulack witll the overthrown
honest and useful life T nm elel'ta,! t.-, be those five, men ha,l rn . g,nng to th a
saved. and if I do not Jove Christ :t•Hl live n st:amer.
, Toe . boat capsized a:1,t wa~
gallons, or over 20 gallons per head..
In C'nrgo, so that w!Jeu that vessel does strike
the ground it !nay uot strike l.teavily. In the brul life I am elocted to 1,~ ,111111ned,
r1::;-hted. 'Ihe sailors were all coa~ed w.t.1
Great B,itaiu th~re ::ire 26,214 breweries,
early<lawn they see u creek autl they resolve and all the tbeoloi:i<:o.l instil'uti>111s of tile ice.. Three tu!'es the boat ca;isizeJ au_,l
make for it. They cut tho Pables, take in rnc, universe
ciwnot
mat,A It
Rnv tltrne times was n~hted.
Atter a while it
which produce
annually
1, 0G0, 000, 000 to
the paddles which were on tbe sidt> different.
1 once floated ou that ""a M ca:ne quite. near the ste:rn1;h1p, and tro:11
i!allons, or over 30 :,::d!ons J)er head.
of those old u0lit.s aud lift tlte ma.in- siu aud doubt fartlier out thau tlu, 27!i pas- the steamship a rope was thrown, but the
sail so that the vessel may be driven with
sengers 00 tbe fourteent,h night wheu tbe.v poor fellow, were so frozen and e:cg:reat speed, and perhans on the top of some throw the grnin overboard:
hut l beard of bausted they could not grn;p
iii, and
fortunaLe billow be lifted high a11d dry upon the mercy of Go<l through Jesns Christ for a greo.t wave rvll~d o".~_r them
a_nd
The Smithsonian
Institution
recent!y
the beaeh. There she goes tumbling toward
a sinner, and I came in on lh·,t. plunk, and 1 Lhey wen_t down, neve1 to 11se until the sea
sent out nn expedition
to procure
specithe ro~l<S,sometimes prow foremost, some- have heen warming mvself hy !.he gl'0at
~Ives up it's dea_d. O~, we admire the herorolling over t.o genial fire or Gosµel comfort aad GosJl<!lhops ism a_nd the self-sacnflee of tho;a bt·ave telmens of buffalo.
One of the party, C. times stern foremost-now
starboard, now rolling: over t" larboard: and for tliree decades.
lows 10 order to _save the Ii ves of ,others, and
S. West, wbile
on his way to Fort
;sow a great wttve dashes over the decks, aud
can we not admire the love of Christ. _wto
it seerns as if the old cntft had gone ont ol
I am talking wit,h nu·•th ..r mttr, ahnnt his
put out
rnt,:,. a fiercer gale, a_w1lder
Keogh with despatches lost his way in a sight
forever. Bnt up sbe <"omes,and Pan! ,0111. He says; "1 don't, become a Christian
Lempest, to dehver
us from _pen! and
with his arm o.rn1111dtbc, mast stands
because I ,Jo',1't believe then, is any bell."
set
us
on
the
throne
of
eterna
blizzard, and wandered
about six days
there "rying:
''All is we!I; God hath giver,t Ahl no vou not/ Do you believe t.hat peo- safety!
A wave of human hate rolling
without any food except
such wild fowl me
all them that sail with me iu tl.tis sbip.'' pie or all beliefs and or no uelie[s, er goo<l over Him from one side and a wave of hellas he could kill with his revolver and eat Crttsh! went the pl'oW against the roeks; morals and of bad morals. go straight to a ish fury rolling over Him from the other
witl.t much fon·e the mast falls. Crash! goes happy Heaven!
Do tbe liol_v amt the de- sid~. Oh the thickness of the night and the
raw.
He just escaped
becoming
a th~ vessel, uutil thu waves rnsh through from hanched ha,·e the same distirH'l.ionl In a hall- thunder ~f the tempest into wuich Christ
martyr to science.
side to side.
Sbe ptt.rts ,unidsuips, goes into way at midnight. the bure:lar meet.~ tbe plunged to save us-us.
Come in 011 that
a thousand
frae;meuts, aud <!7Gim111ortul5 house-owner, arnl they b"tl.t the and are narro,v plank of tha cross.
Come in on
are prel'ipitateJ
i11to the sea.
So111e or hnth wounded.
The burglar i11sta11tly'dieR. that
narrow
beam.
Let all else go.
Tiie winter
wheat
belt
has
been these passengers had ueen brought up The house owner suffers on for a week arnl Cling to that.
Put tl.tat under you,
Does the burglar st.-1.adat. the gat,e that
narrow
beam
of tne
cross,
pushed westward almost 300 miles in the on the senbeacl.t and had learned to swim, e,pires.
pn,i with the r::bi11a t,ttle ubove tbe aagry
of Hea,•en to welcome in the honse-owuer
and with the earnestness of aswimmel' struglast three
ycar2,
according
to Frank
1
a;:)~
~~aki7,'~;
~{:;:~t•i;o'~{,.~~ii~rt~~":
hls i1'.~':.:tPi!nfi°1'fil~h\s b:~~~a:11
Wilkeson of the New York Sun, and ~1~";r~~:;1;:~~~:ni;;;o;~~tt:.'~~\~:;:;:d
t.hQshoro ,and reac:hed it. But alas for the end the debauched g_n Amid !,ho fa nu hes ~f kind'ed to welcome you, an:l some who were
this is due entirely to climate changes.
others. 'I hey have ne\'er learned to ~w,m, HPaven1 . I wond';r. if Hero~ 1s 0!1 t,be banks
as far out at sea a.s you are, are already
These changes he considers
due to the or they havo been wounded by tlte falling or of tho River ()f t,1fe plav10g wit~ the C'bil- standing in its genial and Heavenly glow.
tho mast, or the nervons shock was too great n,re_nwhom he nrnssacre1·. I wonder if Charl~s
·1 ne <1uge1s or i.:;oa•s rescu9 are
waamg
extensive irrigation
along
the· eastern
for them, or they have Leon weakened by C,111teau ancl .Tohu "tlkes
Bootb are lll down
rnto the surf
to
clutch
your
long sea sickue,s.
\Vhat is to become l(lory sh"oting at a mark I J will nr•t <'OU·
hand and tbe redeemed prodio-aJ,;
of
Heaven
base of the Rocky mountains,
the wind,
of them! "'l'ake that niel'e of rm1rler," says, trovert th,·se th,ories j11st now, but will suv are coming down with white 0 robes to elothe
according to his theory, taking up moisPnnl to one, "and 1..tead for the bea<"h.' in passing that for such a mise_rab]e and terall those who come ·•on bruken pieces of the
"Take that frag,nent or a spnr," say". Paul
rifle H,•,wen I ha1'e 110 adm1rnt10n.
Bnt ship." My sympathies are the more aroused
ture from the immense irrigating t1itches
to another. Take that table, take that image whe1·e is, the Rih!e passage that says: "Bo- for those to whom fam speaking to-day, beand distributing
it where before it had of Castor and Pollnx, take that frng!lltlot ",~ reve in pe,·dition and l·esn\'ed!" Because all cause_l myself wa~ naturally ~ceptkal. I
!1feboa!., take a11yth111_g.Put tor the beach.
are going to besaverl nccorrling t.o your the'?ry
quest10nect everytbmg about this hte and
been unknown.
Oh n !.tat 11 strng,;-le ID t.he breakers, or the are you <lis!'harged from the duty of lov,ug
about the next life, and I was farther out at
merciless wnters that dush dear over these and serving ,Tesus Christ! Because, accordsea than the2i6 passeugars on the fourteenth
Europe seems likely
to be overrun
pr,·,:' creatures.
Holcl on there!
Almost ing to your tlieory, nil tbe ol bers are going
night wheu they tbrew their grain over hoard;
1
0
01
nd th
1
with fasting men, u
e secret of Sue- i1;, ,~/~~l~berK~vG:,t tf.~:ir to1~
;~if;,; 0~~~!;a~ ~~~Y:S~,~j
1°~~i;,di~~\-~-~t~I:e~~\~~ ~~i~e;be~i~1~;~
1
ci's wonderful
liquor,
which
sustaias
they come 1~, a whole family.
As the aboui astrouo,1y. about the atmosnbPre, <l" .l:lut I heard tbat; Christ came to save sinners,
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Blades of Pocket Knives.
The blades of the very cheap pocket
_
.
.
]<nlVel! are punched
rn dies from sheet
steel, but those for first class pocket
cntlc:ry are hand foro-cd a goo(l work0
.
'
man bemg able to forge from twenty-five
to thirty
larrre blades
per hour,
and
"
about forty -pen blades per hour.
There
is a pattern and O'aurre furnished the forO

~t~i~~'~}~~

~:~~~
~':t'.;

f~~ssi:~~,l~I~ny~~{~p~~~s~~~;

~u~

,t,:

blade 3 arc ch oiled or filled, to make a
nick between the blade and the tang.
Then th".! blades are tempered,
received the trademark
stamp

0

:::~fe

tang under a press.
done in an ordinary

;ifi~ H:f~~~~

life,so long is claimed by half a dozen
inventors.
If these exhibitors
of famine
will only bring mutters down to a practical basis and show the world how the
thing is done, they will be doing a valuable service to mankind,
and wili go
far toward bringing
about a solution of
the present difficulties
existing between
cspital and labor.
========
Justice Magie of the New Jersey Supreme Comt
has rn!ecl that no landowner has a right to erect any wire fence
without
taking
into consideration
the
natural habits of the animals
that
arc
likely to be kept in the adjoining field,
"their habits in their playfulness,
their
dispo,it1on to stray, even their disposition to break
through,"
and that any
fence which is likely, from the habits of
the animals, to produce injury to them is
megal, and the persons erecting it liable
for the damage it does.
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1

t~:~[:d·el~~,~~:,'.~:.~~1 i~h:l;~ C~ult~,~-~•~
~,~~
spli11te1·of the ,par. Here comes i11a plank

their

canvass

for

have

:~~ ; kn~:d I ';;:~eob!e~~
1
and 0 0i do not
propo,e

to put out
~
0
in I t.h: 01~i ;~~;t.;i;~:Lt~
ap;,uo
ou,roy
wmute.;
rn mscussm"'
tbe contr?verted
points of religion, and 'i
shall not for the re,t of my life spead thirty
seconds in di,;cussiao- the controverts.[ points
of religion. I would rather in a canoe go
out anti dare the worst cyclone that ever
~~?~nu;> :r~?~ct;:1,~i~:I'l~~e~~ef~~~ t~~ st d~r
gerous and so .destrurtive, in which many

~~i"t 1 ~t~ v:g~~~

0

1

is~!~j:~'hif~.~~~a~Il~~tii~e;o~~b~~t~'ta~~a~~~~
t!~s°c~
)'~~~~
1~1:~r~t~ ;~~I ~~et: ~~~i,\~~

the

witbin
a little
Hancock,
Sey-

0

o~~~ t;~~~~f~ ~B'~tY
~l~~g rt~te~l~Ol/;, fil~~~i~~~ sti;g,:1: ~~~~::~~1 ~vl!~~~~~~:1ii~~ 1 :nt~i,~i~gb~~~

c~~n~r
tl~~~~8..ii~:·
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60111 autl we are saved.

come into the Kingchm of God without
it, aad sett.le that. ordinance afterward. "But

Ret'ust to ta 1,e Him

ought to • set in the \vatel', and dis~~:~ngthe~~olir a ttr:rc:~e
oi~ ~~rlgtl~~
s~~c=,~~~~1ct~~~~~1~ p~~re;~~~\~~ and three steamers laden with pas3engers
ample show what a profe3so1· 0ught to be. going to pieces in tbe otting. A jack tar, his
"But [ cloa·t believe in the Old Testament."
faca twitchiu2: with nervous excitement.
Come in on the new. "But l don't tilw the says: "lily !acts, this is no time to clis~us3
book of Romans."
Coma on Matthew
such thing,.
Mao Jthe life-boat. ,vho will
and
Luke_ Your
refusal
to come man thu pier? Out with her into the surf.
to Christ,
whom you arlmit
to be Pull away for the wreck, my lads, pull, pull!
the Savior, bePausA yon cannot believe everyThere we have them. Lay them down in
thing, makes me thiuk of a maa who. out in the bottom of the boat. Now, Jack, try to
the Mediterranean hurricaue, just ofl' the briag them to. Wrap them up warm in
island of llielita, should refuse t.o go asllore
these flanne:s while I pull for the beach.
until he can get the whnle ship fixed up, God· help m'e! God help us all\ There's
until he can make up bis miacl where all land! Huzzah! Saved! All of them!" Oh,when
these loose planks
bolong.
He says:
thPre are thcusands and tens of thousands
"I'm goiag
a•hore when
I can
get out in the awful sm·f or sia an:1 death and
that windlass in the right p!nce, and this hell out with the lifeboat. Let all else go
keel pie~e where it belongs, and all these for 'tuis one effort ol' salvation-mlvation
rones di,;eataugled and this ma•t set upfor time, salvation fora,-er. I bethink mywhen I get everything shipshare (hon I'll self of the fact that in this audience there
come ashore.
\'Vhy, I'm an old sailor for are those who becau,e of their opportunity,
forty yeal'S: I know all about a ship, anri or because of their peculiar life have made
wl:ten J get the ship ,inst right f'll come iu.'
wreck
complete
wrnck.
You started
Here is a man floating on a pbnlc and he life ";ith a fair prosnect.
You promhears it and ho says: "My fi'ieud, you ised a. peaceful,
brig)lt
and beautiful
will di·owu out hero if you wait t.il voyage, but you haV£, sailed in the wrong
you get that ship rec(>nstrul'te,L Batt.er do direction, 01·you ha,·efouuderedon
the rocks,
as I am doing.
1 know notbing about a sothero is only a fragmentot'time
left. Come
ship. I never saw one till l got nbonrd that
in on that plank. "i:;ome on brokenfieces of
one. I can't swim a stroke, b 11t. lam coming
the ship." "CJh," you tell me, " am all
iu on this shivered timber."
Tl!e man that
broken up; a deeade of my life gone, two
comes in on the plank is saved.
'.!'lie decades gone three decades gone fom•
man who stays out in the c ffiing to decades gon~, perhaps
half a c~ntury
mend the old ship is !,)st.
Ob, my goae, perhaps three-·1uarters of a century
brother,
let your smashed np t_heology gone. Tbe mi11ute hand and the hour nand
go to the bottom while you come 10 on a of your clock of life are almost parallel,
splintered spar. "Some on broken pieces oe and it will soon be twelve o'clock and your
the s!.iip." I think-of or I am not talkm.s on day of grace ended. All discouraged are
abstraction-there
are a thousand men ia tllis you1 I admit it is sad enough to give
house this morning in just tbe mood and
to sin an'.l. the devil the best part
mental condition that ·1 am now s;,eak- of our live3, and then
at the close
in"' of and I have been asked this make God the presout of a fit·st rate
last w~ek over 30 t1 over ngain about
corpse. You can nev_er come in on that old
this aad about that aad about the other, aud ship: it has gone to pieces. You can never
I am told every day of my hfe almost: "I
rerall the past; 1t bas gone forever. If there
can't adopt the whole system of religion. l is only a fragment of a year left, or a fragca 11't believe all you believe and therefor~ I meat of a month.or a fragment of a week. o,:
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ho~1~~~~:~1~t i~,o~'\~~{· ;i~:k_ri·p1\~t~~;s ~h:~
say, m_y urother, you "'ill probabl_y ge_t yon get to heaven God may let you go out
your d1fflcult1es settled tlie way Gar1bald1, on some great m1ss1ou to some other worlcl,
11
0
\teb ~:t~!t'.ia~ta~:~i·e gg~/~et~~i:n~~s~~i:
f:i~tiallfr~'l~t~~!
f%i~ ;1~~~~tb:cl~err'h~~~
1
0
:~;~,t,:r;~ii~t ~~~~~r~~~t~~l~~:tri)I~~~~1~}~~~\11\~ro~i1?1ir:
b~:;i~~~;iJ~
went forth with his sword to achieve the lib- ha,-t good talenls; I had fine social
0
~atii~o~,o~bcil~r°
~o:p~~lesf,~~d ~~.,;~~:
riii;:~t;w;r~~1ue~:~~-d
ai:re~~-t~wt~~~ g~i~
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Blind au<lDeaf.
A deaf and blind mnn were once together in the company
of other,;.
The
deaf man, as wa, his custom, was in a
gloomy mood, while the blind man was
very cheerful.
"Why is it?" snid one of the company
to the deaf mun, "that deaf persons are
so often melancholy?"
"What
did you say?" said the deat
man, holding his hand to his car.
The question was repeated to him.
"It is because," he said, sadly, "when
people speak to us, they only remind us·
of our infirmity."
The questioner
then turned
to the
blind man.
"Why is it," he asked, "that the blind
are always so cheerful?"
"Because,"
rni,1 the blind mun, smiling, "as soon as people speak to us, they
make us forgtt our misfortune."
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A Vegetarian Rrstaurant.
For the first time in L'.lndon, a licensed vegetarian restaurant has been established, says a correspondent
of the Albany Joumal, where, in audition
to a
vegetarian dinner, beverages of all kinds
can be obtained.
Never
having
pre-·
viously subjected myself to a vegetarian
diet, I tried the experiment,
antl am able
to report favorably on the result.
TLe
dishes, wl.ich include
soups, maccaroni,
numerous preparations
of farinaceous food
and a variety of confections,
are all of a
tempting description
and supplied at exceedingly moderate prices; for instance,
the soups arc charged six cents, the different dishes eight
cents, and sweets
eight cents. A six-penny tea is alsoscrvcd
from four till six, including brcall and
butter or cake, stewed fruits or jam and
a cup of tea, coliee or cocoa.
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~~dain~~fn i;hori;,ii~~s
mercy enter Heaven. But alas! alas! when I

}~ff

and one unsuccessful
candidate,
B. Gratz
a'.one rcnrnins of the

0

oston

ii :!{/~~~~~f~~!'.
~~:~!'
!~~1,.1~~~e

~:-!o t1~:/eep[ at\~dt~~~ of uou;·11:°r-Iled~i'~e1;~ 'ilm~~u~rf~~a~~~fe/~r
~~l;~~i~~ h~~afd~~f;iJ ~~~~~1 J?e~Iew~f~le~
ca;~~. ~~~enbei~
Cate, hism anti the \\' tl,tminster l'atechism,
tbe whole place. Trimu1ed shrnbhery
in greet3d by the waving hands of a great muluucl I wish
ynu all
di t:
but
yo11 place of thorny jungle. Beautiful gardens
t;tude in whose salvation [ had taken a
0
1 0
1
0 1
0ce~n~f
national
candiclntcs
of 1880.
Of the ~:~
t?s'~ c~Y,;t
tl~:{/ ~,;:,•,~,·s~x~fj :t:C!J 0
~la~~o~~1?;1'~~~:e~-:ssh: ~n
t~:shC:,.gi~\~ H~!~;;n,~~~'.\,~~:; 0
1~{
mr.n, succ~ssfnl and _unsucccss[nl,
who ~l~~~/1¥ ;~~ ~-~~1iZitt~~:::~ar}J;;~:
~;e\~s~~d wat\! pi;!~;esir
"hfsnSl~~;:hel'~ the shiv."
lrnvc run for the Presidency,
all are dead I ju,t find a piece ot wood as long as tbe hn- ease ancl luxury.
Oh, my brother, come
-------save l!'remout H:1ye Blaine and Cleve-)' ,nan bodv. or a pieco of wood as wide as tha under t-he standard of our Victor Emanuel
There arc 8,000 mlles of oyerheacl wires :v
Jund.
'
'
• ~utspreacl hun::uu arms, aud H you !ind tbat, and follow Him through thick and thin, an:J Lonuon.
mour and Tilden,
Vice-Presidential
l3rown.
English
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~,~;~:~~t;\~irt~t:~~ifF:J~:};1
E,~g~1·~a~1~r:f
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in

you
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Presidency
have died
over a year, i'lkClellan,

Berause

lllll~~::

st::~:t,1~~-

unsuccessful

~T;t~•_s~
1/~.'~ 1~a,veef~s~ii~

~o~iff~.'~1~1~~
tb~~ry b~-~;I't.. , at•n:~~~:~e, v~~
t.he last oue co 11esin, Paul. for he llns beau
have a different th•ory about tbe stellar
o ,erseeing
all the r~st, aad ~• he clambe:·s system, do you refuse to a<'knowlerlge the
up cut of the surf and wnngs l.he water North star! Because you bave a different
from his .,;ray he'lrd, he eries: ''Thank G_otl, theory abont religion, d" yon re[nse to aPt1
~11a,·e be_re." The.f gathe1: arou~d the hrc, If you cannot, come iu on a ship fashioned ia
fort.he B_1lJ!~
says I nul built a hre, and the the theolof!kttl ,lrydock~. <'Onto in on a plunk
1 0
~~\~;;g~~}~~~fnblf::!~~~etf,?~~~··
tl~en~h\t~
~:11~/;,o~·~~
1i~'. :e;o~;,~~~::,:D-~'hr>nt. b1,
and their wet dot.be, begin to ~ry, ancl ioul. He says: "Oh, [ clon·t believe in ru-

{~~'.i')•t;f~,:''it~e)
u~:~~~:'1T~~r~hi~,.

b~~~,;:i~e;
nu,1 _o_nto !OJ. anrl than oat<> '!00, and then, on
!Yl~t~u~!:-~.:.~~la\~~~~~~"~eW:ti~l\~
~:'\
read the ~ccount: •·~om~ on brosea p:eccs
of the slup. And so it came to pass that they
esca1•ed all ~afe t<_>
land."
.
In a previous <liscoarse I exam med some ot
these passengers, bu~ to-day I coufine my
~ttent,on more ~specially to those who cam_e
lll on broken pie es of the sh1_p. _There 1s
1
~ometb1(1g about them that excites ~ me an
!ntense rnt"rzst. I ~a.ve n;1tso much mteres t
rn tho,e. who could swun. fhe.v got ashore. .1
knew they W<>ul<l. A mile of water
is
not a very great
pnl\ for a st rong
swimmer; nor al'e two 1mles. Rut
th tho_se
who were on t.h_ebroke~ pie:·es of e ship,
The old and mutilated
bank
notes,
I cannot ~tOJ?thrnk_,ng of them. The great
gospel ship is the tmest vessel th at was ev~r
when they come back to the United
launcl.ted, am! c·an carry more ra.ssenge,s
States treasury,
are chopped
up and than any ship tha~ wa~ e_v_erconstn'.etecl,and
110
01
you roulcl
mo, e "'.' eek it th an ) 00 ' )kt
made into a pulp, and this is moulded
Wl'eck tbe throne o_f(¾od Ahmgh~}'.· I_wi;h
I
into vario11s shapes and forms.
The lat- all the I o,:,ple wo!1l.f "orne ou boa, cl h~•.
th
not pronnse
em smoo~h sailing alt
est des:gn is a miniature
bust
of Mrs. could
th
\ way, foJ 3sot'.ie;unes /t will b~~ rteJ;
Cleveland.
It takes $10,000
worth
of ~s ll?l~S a'.~. • <·._'?P""' sen;
wh
PI omi,e
s~fe ._a,,1,val ,·. to . ~'.
/
bank notes to make a bust of the Presiborne ob ?.?a,_d 1
tt_i, 0G_,
eut ~a~t~'..~nee~~etd
~~
11111
11
dent's wire, anll each figure is labeled:
~ m,e, ecause th '~ ' . au et
.
t ,, _ h
th, ha,t.
_,as t ste
0 ,tnd ., , •.a, of tue EaS 18
"Made from mutilated
United
States
ba,ig~ ~ !.tis;u~hor:ty.
t f"t. c~,e;·e. , a v~
bunk notes worth $10,000."
These ::ire 11,llllt,, 11 e th
w .' th0 not am 16 ?n ai pass~,,e.
Soillehow
eu· eology Is al, L,rokon mto
sold for a small sum, and are h::tving a pie"E-S,_ortbe1r life is al( t11 ·oicen 1_uto pi~ce~,
good sale.-=-=======
or th .eir worldly orspintual
p,ospe,ts "-1"
brokenrnt, pie ·es. _and yet l ho_P~t.bat th ey
The St. Louis
Globe-Democ1·at s:1ys will come to tue shtutllf( shure, toi 1 am en'.'enraged by _1;heexper1~11~e of _th.es_e
people
that General Logan's death left but four rn _my textsome on lJ1oke 11 P·""" 0 of th e
1• •
]
f
th
•
ship.''
.
.
.
. .
.
persons
ivmg
W lO
run
or
e viceOne ob:ect In preaclung tb1s set1non is to
presidency on either of the two princiencou:·age those who, wllil_e. they do not
Wh ,
ndopt all our systems of religion, never_tltepal tickcts-Hamltn,
Pen leton,
ec,er
less bel10_ves,:,me one tllmg,.~nd I want ~uem
and English--IIamlin
and \Vllcelcr
bet'? come m on_t~a~, 1~lf111
~- . Sum_e ou lnokea
pieces of the ,h,p.
lhe1 e IS a vast multitude•
1
ing elected.
Hayes
is t IC on Y ex- of people who are kep put uf the longdom
President Jiving.
Within
less than a of God beeause thdy
i:anuut
behave
1
0
nd
year a
a half two ex-Presidents-~~!fiY;~!17fiJe!a:::~ t"~1e;'~~u:itn:::;~e 1:~iibiii~
Grnnt and Arthur-have
died.
'\Vithin
minds wbo l\:fo!dii:,i lee wc\s not: nr, th~ nonthirteen
mo:1ths
one vice-President,
cs,entiuls of religion wre~l,ing tl.teir immor1 0
Hendricks, has died, and within less than
~~-~~g~~~ol}g7ial'~t:~~'.;t;~:~~e
~~ ilJ!
1
1
two years there Im diecl au ex-Vice:~:~ th~~~~~~[;"[~
i~13tu~~eS~ ~~President,
Colfax.
Four men who wel'e r.nenius and thou shalt be savtlcl ;" or. "Believe

•

f;r~~-~~~:~;;t~~~;,t
open your
eyPsl

The hardening
is
coke fire, the opera-

°

I

--------

having
on the

tor heating two at a time and plunging
th
.
Id
t
tl
:! . rr to tern
cm lil co
wa er i lC c l'llWlll 0
-.
per is also done over a coke fire.
The
bl d
d
SI ffi Id
d N va
11 es are grou.n
on ,lC ~ an
Scotia stones, glnzed on emery wheels,
h
d
t
d fi ll
\' l d on
one or sc , an
na Y are po is lC
wheels of walrus hide fed with rotteo

fi~~~:i~

H

"'

ger for each sort of blade, but the experienced workman rarely refers to either
.
.
.
his accuracy of eye anJ skill of hand being sufficient
guides to exactness.
The
blades come from the hand of the smith
perfect in form except the bevel of the
'
.
.
back intended to gmde cngagrng _bla~es,
this b~vel being
formed
by grmdm~.
The steel used in these
fine blades
is
Wardlow's
(Eno-lisb) or the best Ameri,
o
can make.
As they come from the forges
the

~~~tf

~~'11!d
c1~!

~~~,~~!1E~5~a~~ ~l~

I

\fe

po
di
bl

th

Uanne1l Rallbit.
"Yes," said a Madison
street butcher,
"You've seen dead rabbits
hanging in
front of this market
for the past ten
years, but they are not the same rabbits.
Ob, no.
awhile.
you?

Do we ever sell any?
You have eaten rabbits,
No1

Once in
haven't

Oh, I guess you have.
Ever
h' l
? I
h
h
cat canoe
c IC ,en
t oug t so.
'l'hcn you have eaten rabbit 1 Frozen
f f
d
I d
rabbits will keep or orty • ays.
f oring that time they cannot be sold they
are irobblecl up by the canned meat men
~
and choppecl into chicken.
So you see
if you don!t eat rabbit one way you do
d

l think

another.
canned

meat

chickens

is nothing

i

bit."--Ciicago

sold

two-thirds
of the
in the markets as
but

H,
eralcl.

old

froze:.1 rab-

Killed by Electricity.
A curious instance of death by electricity occurred
recwtly
at Moscow.
A
fctc was given at a public pleasure resort, incloscd by a wooden palisade, the
exterior of which was illuminated
by an
electric
light, when some peasants attempted to gain an entrance by breaking
through.
The foremost had already succeeded
in getting
his heacl and arm
through
the opening in the pallisade
when he expired without uttering a soud.
The unfortunate
fellow hatl grasped one
of the electric wires, and death was instantaneous. - Elect1·ical Review.

Salt Lake

Uity .MmJ,

There is a sort of mineral
grease,
it
is claimed, in the city mucl which covers
harness with a greasy
coating
that is
hard to get off. On this account
the
fire department
horses are not exercised
these clays with the apparatus;
it is
almost an endless job to clean the har-

nesrns.-Salt

Lake Tribune.
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1'HE FAMILY PHYSICIAN.

"THE BLUES."

SADLY MISTAKEN WOMEN.
' Whenirritationorthethroatcauies
a tickGrent Ceuse of" Fe:male Unhn.,•Jnness
li'_'g coug'·, _useRe_dStar Cough Cure, which
nnd Loss of .Ath·nclivnessExplalned,
;~~ e0~"t\~~~~:\;i,:;:id
~e 1:.,a,:~:~\r~1=~
0
(:Moi h er's Magazine.)
recommends it a, pu:·ely veg-etable and perwJ;:n ~':e~~'.;;~/ 80°~t:l?ca~~~~~•
r.::tfer"<'~~;
fectly harmless. Price,25 cent,.
do they lade so quickly. lose their colnr, 00~ 1~1~r~0i/~1';;'./~,;~;ll
~~ d;t"Jl,};
and become pr~mnturely olrl? Why do th ?,Y nt the rate of on" per clay for ery 1coor the
suffer 8nch pain and en<!ure so much ~•- population,~,_t><:ut 'i8,000,000 a year.
lent ogony? There are, doub~less, . mnny
reasons, but thPy
nil combined m th e la~:~~~f:.s
Z1tc\~~;:J
~~~~~fy ~r:i-0~¥~~;::~un~!t~~:,/Wrat
\~ Hotel, San Francisco, Cal., was completely
d
d
b
h
cured
of
ract1mati
m
by its use.
I
~~ x:~crict a~ ~h~•o~~-~-;
1
1
nioment
it is tdmply
. 11~
1:r~~.;:i{
•rpuling. This is no idle
;',' $~ _ftt'.'o';;;:<~h!~~~ l~~b~
11
8
~:~~-~:~~!~it
1 ~~~~ had een there between seven n:i•I lou,teen
0 0 00
a cnsc m point:
( 1 1'.~•b~t~~J~;;",
e i;(~
1,tr
1 ~~;e '~;'.~~~~s~dbeel!

Quaint Old Marriage Records,
The world discourages, and rightly so,
To Protluce Sleep,
Which
A Malady
from
we
the marriage of Decemb~r with May,and
The American Medical Journal says
when such marriages took place in for- that in the decline of life, when exall Suffer
Occasionally.
mer times they were usually recorded in haustcd nature habitually repels the re-''22d August storative influence ot sleep there is
Remedies SucessfullyApplied bv a Num• some such way as this:
.
.
.
'
(1782). At Bath,
Captain Ifamiiton,
nothmg so SUI table to mduce healthful
her of Sufferers.
aged 80, to :Airs. Mut1son, lady of rank r1·pose as one-half to one tea~poonful of
It may be taken
"Look pretty chcuful, do H" said a and fortune, aged 85. ,, We may find b;.omidia at bedtime.
•
• h
b t
for years, in the ~ame dose,_ with the
business man the other day.
"Well, do even a distance of e1g ty year3 e ween
same effect and w1th0ut detrllncnt, but
you know an hour ago I was suffering an old man and his bride. In February,
of Cooks- never except under advice of the family
from the worst nttnck of the blues that 1760, "Robert Judge, E,q.,
burgh, Ireland, ugcd 95, to Mis3 Annie physician.
I've had for six tnonths?
Nugent, aged 15. He served in King·

The

~~?'
~1/~
::

n

tn:::;

~!:a~ ;:!e~~~

a~~ t

0

da:h~a:

you will find it an amusiog one. It's
iust putting something tidy.
"Yes, I tidied up three of my office
drawtrs which were in confusion-gave
them a thorough straightening out, not
a su1Jcrficial one, you understand-and
Ive felt better ever since. You never
trieJ thab plan, I suppose? '\Veil, the
next time you feel depressed just remember it. H's the
best
remedy
for low
spirits
I
know
of.
It
doesn't
matter
in the
least what
you make tidy, anything will do, from
our conl-cellar or your acYourself to v_
count book, so long as it's thoroughly
done. You will find that the mere fact
of having put anything at all in spick
and spang order has an instantaneous
and astonishing moral effect. I've tried
it so often that I can speak from experiencc. It was my wife who first suggestecl the idea to me-she found it herself, I believe, in some old book of essays-an d ne1'th er o f us Ims ever k nown
it to fail with any ordinary attack of low
spirits. Whenever my wife feels blue
she immediately goes off to her storeroom or china cupboard or linen closet,
routs out its contents, and puts everything in what she calls 'apple-pie order.'
If none of these places needs attention
she attacks the book-shnlvcs,
takes
down the books, dusts them, and arranges them again carefully, or goes
through her music, binds the loose sheets,
mends the torn ones, and so on. A.~for
me, like most Chicago men, I'm usi.ally
in such a drive that I have no t~me to
get blue, but occasionally there comes a
day when everything seems gloomy and
uncomfortable
antl
I
haven't
a
word to throw at a dog.' I suppose
every man has such experience.
Well,
on these occasions I look about till I

~~~:t:!:!,

;:~ s::;:;!:~
or
w~i~-~ ~~::
afternoon, it's a lot of papers that have
been lying about in confusion; sometimes it's a business deal that's been
dragging along in an unsatisfactory way
and needs settling up. As I said before,
it doesn't matter in the least what you
put straight.
It's the fact of putting it
:/~at's

important.

Just you try it and

William's wm and received a ball in his
nose.:, Particulars of height, as well as
of age, fortune and length of courtship,
were often given:
••D~cember, (l 755).
At York, Mr. Thomas, a grenadier in
the Yo1kshire militia, six feet two inches
high, to Miss Hannah Tcnnick, of Clear1
1
f
• I I· h
• h
am, t 1ree eet two inc 1es 11g , wit
a
fortune of five thousand pounds."
And
on April 5, 1785, at R;pley church, Mr.
RoLert Lung was married to Miss R~ynard; between them there was disparity
both of age and siz~, "the bridegroom
being 37 years of age, and more than six
feet high; the bride 20 years old and

nre

~~~f~\~:1~1; ~:i-~fi;i,1(~'
!:{~i~

g~;~~~~~~.~-,~:~.~\\~
J: ~;1~
~t

;.7

Dr. C. ;
::• :~ E;:~::~::;ndent
ot
1 1
Scl1ools for Weak-"~1-ndeded Ch1"ld1·en·,•t
.m.

•

Kalamazoo, writes to a medical journal
recommending borax for epilepsy.
Some time since a b_oy about 14 years
olcl was brought to him for treatment.
F0r two weeks after comin"'O he had from
.
I .
d
H
, t
one to six con vu sions a ay.
e 1,u
him on fifteen grains of borax, three
times a day. Th~ Doctor kept teis up
constantly in the same dose after each
meal, an~ up to ~he time of his wri~ing
-a
perwd of SIX months-the
p:ttlent
had net a single convulsion.
With a
liberal
diet
the
boy
gained
thirty
pounds.
little more than three feet high."
The
record of a marria_ge in 1799_of a coup'.o
Another lad, of the same age, apparaged respectfully 80 ancl 85 concludes ently from the use of the same remedy,
thus:
"An:i what is still more remark- has had but one attack of convulsions,
able, there has been a courtship
carried ancl that, the Doctor thinks, resulted
on betwixt them for more than sixty from nn attack of malarial fever, which
years. "-[Brooklyn
llfognzine.
soon _yielded to q~inine.
Other cns_es
of epilepsy under his care, however, did
Names of Postofflces.
not yield to the use of borax. F:om
Some queer facts about the names of these facts we cun draw the conclusion,
postoffices are thu 1 d isciose d b y t h e that it is only of value in some cases.
Washington correspondent of the New
How to Remove Sc!lra.
York Herald:
Scars are always unsightly and are
A glance at the ''Postal Guide" shows often painful or inconvenient on account
that the people of the smaller villages of their propensity to contract as they
and towns have a peculiar fondness for become older.
Dr. Ward of New York
naming their postoffices after people asserts th:-tt they may be removed by
prominent in public lifo. Andrew Jack- manipulation, which he directs to be
son is more greatly· honor~d in this re- employed as follows:
"Piace the ends
spect than any of his colleagues, past or of two or thre~ fingers on a scar if it be
present.
Seventy-two offices recorded
a small one, and on the margin if it be
in the "Guide" bear the name of Jack- large, and vibrate the surface on the
son, with such affixes as "ville," "boro"
tissues beneath.
The surface itself is
and "centre."
Washington comes next not to be subject to any friction; dl the
on the list, with forty-seven names, in- motion must be between the integument
eluding such affixes as are necessary to and the deeper parts.
The location of
distinguish two offices of the same name the
vibratile
motion
should
be
iii one state.
Jefferson has forty-four changed
every ten or fifteen secand Grant forty-one.
Lincoln, not- onds until the -whole scar has been
withstanding the great affection with treated,
if
it
be
of
moderate
which he was regarded by the people size. If the scar be the result of a large
th
1
~~c::e u~::~t1{~ h~:s ho:::.
:~~•~~e~\~~1:•t t:~1:=~~~~::s ~:!~;~dt!:
follc,ws
closely with
twenty-seven,
centre should be dcferrecl until the nuArthur with twenty and Hayes with trition of the margins hns been decidedly
fourteen.
Frank Hatton heads the list improved. Only a little treatment should
of the more recent postmaster generals be applied to any one spot at the same
with nineteen offices bearing his name. time, but the vibrations should be realthough the Greshams, Cresswells, Keys peatecl us many as twenty times a day,
and Tyners are well represented.
but never with sufficient frequency or

Ni!{;~ius,Al~:~~~1,~; ~t
ON.E DOLLAR Arn Fm:Y c;,m
"ill pay
0
1
Phenix, R. l, is a linen! f;~;n~1f :,;:~~l~r::_ riJ'a'.~~~; .}~-E
i'.~~e~c~;,:~-nff ~;,,';;l cL=ED=G=E=R=,
=C=h
,=ca=g=o=,
I=ll=.
=======
Greene. Blessed1 wi•h
1' t: Four.
n goocl constitution, she
:MRS, NICHOLAS.
~:~~ 1r/\~:i:
:.~::
1~:
a few years n~o- Her duties culled her up
0
i~m.~E:
und down stu.·11s
(thn1bnne of womankind) very
frequently, and she began to notice tlrnt her
"'"' HOUP
l ,rrote it as a system of
nrnctic,il JIO(l on,! l'OUL'l'HY keeping.
b1eath was growing shorter. This wns folSynq,tomR nnd remcclfrf.i for :tll diseases.
lowed by rums in the buck, tired feding, n Hon tu foed f'or EggA. 25r. in stn.mps. A copy or
1
11
te~ttr:'.~_h;~~~~1u~~;:~
~~~ Pt~i;e,~~o~~n;t7,"!. ~~i~~o~:1'~e
~~:~1!ti
~.!
ancestor m her veins nnd would not g-n·e up. _A. M. LANC, Box 846, Cincinn;,iti. O.
0
1 ~~m;0 " 80 ~ny\~~ :fvve°'th:vhr~~tsl;~
own words. In conversotio11with the writer
she snid:
d
1
sha",Ipc11,P,:.'::!
~~~";f~egh~
1~ :ny"'~i.esl-, •~t
1-:';.0 ~i,.,;
:r~~t:,10:,~~ ~•;Pfi~~!e }~re d;~:Jle~; at~t~
to bursdng. 1 consulted three doctors, two
of whom nclmittcd tlrnt ,hey could not cure
: 0e~n:!~le~~e~~~~-d
~
sy. :Mylimb., continued
i!i'i
/~.
,
1eJw;]~; Ju~~:. 11':';~tef I
never for a moment
~ _ .
/
~~f~tt F~ ~;~~
f
0
I wns unabie to lie clown, '
and chair.
cou,d only
in WI
1~
my
Whensleep
I was

Snake Smartness.

'c~1l!~~

J~

~:~~ii

I

"25YearsPoultry
Yard"

rlo~Ei~~/
~oit\-rtici1J1i;;i/1',

!)1~J'!J;r~l!tB~r:~;
k~
~~nr::

;,;1~.~;~

1~~;

a;.~~:

Ir

~Y

,:;~:~T,;

in tlJis hopele,s condi0
tn•N 1i:r, f,~~•
J"r
0
dence, came to see me.
0b:~ny:::,i;~,
~~~o~~j~~
the direction of Dr. Geo.
RESTORED.
~~
~tJr~v~t:~j
:~;l~~ r~~~v!~':~
means he had used so sntcesslully, and a• a
~~~~:e~o~~!u~~niin~~~:o b:~te~-~-ti~: ~:i;f::
8
decr!'nsed, 11
nd finully disappeared; I rep;uined
:Ien~~~~tl~m~nf ~:nm;"ljif~1e:~•.~h~~ th.?t
0
grand medicine, Hunt's
Remedy, which alone
wus able to snve me. This w,is the medicmo
;~i~~~ u~~t~~!!~~~ct b'inf~~ :i~~ 0~"•g::!~~i·e1
0
know it is pure, eimplo nnrl good, and I be1 ~~~:;~
~:;: ~~~:~;i"c~~!~:!%" ~[y~ 1~~ibfi_i!
1
0
0
1
and restore them to health, beauty and attr~'.tv;~;:s· thought ,. grent clenl about the
health of women since I rr-g,dne,l my heal•.h,
and I wish I had the po:,~ to ~.:ci:~elf;,~~~:
as 0so 11
many are to-

t~:~;\~

~:d

:!\~~:'ci

\,,"(DI.A ~
~It,,

~~
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PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE

Ii:;;~t\1;

~!~~:~;

A snake story comes to me from a
The above remarks suggested to the reporter that di:!l'crent people might have place not a hundred miles out of ParA gentleman was walking
di:!l'erent mcthotls of conquering "the ramatta.
about his grounds one day, when he s::iw
blues," and he set about investigating
a snake, which at once made for its hole.
the subject.
when _the
"What clo I do when I feel low spirit- It had nearly disappeared,
gentleman caught it by the tip of tile
ed ?" snid a board ~f trade magnate.
"Well, I don't know that I have any tail, and, drawing it out with a jerk,
The snake
well defined plan of opcr:,.tions, but I threw it to a distance.
believe, come to think of it, that I usu- gathered itself together, and while its
enemy was looking for a weapon with
ally wnsh my hands. "Yes," reflectively,
"I'm sure I do. I dare say I'm pecu- which to kill it, got into the hole again.
liar in that way, but it's a fact that to Once more it was pulled out and once
have my hands need washing is enough more it returned to earth, while a vain
of itself to m::ikeme feel blue. I wonder search was being made for a stick. It
sometimes what 1s making me feel so un- was wrenched from its home a third
comfortable and gcncrnlly dissatifiecl, and time, and again the return journey was
if I look nt my hands and find they're made. But on this occasion the snake,
not cle:in it's explained at once. If I go when it got to the hole, turnecl round
off and wash them I come Lack feeling a ancl went in tail first, triumphantly
snnpping 1its fangs as it retreated into
di:!l'ercnt 111:111."
the earth. If there is a snake story to
"Blue? Oh, yes, I get blue occasionally," said a well-lrnown grocer, ''and I beat this I should like to hear it.-Sydfind that the best remedy is a brisk walk. ney (Australia) Mail.
Sometimes !walk up to the park and
The Wiutlow Glass lntlustry.
back as fast as I can go, and usually
Window glass was first made in the
find that I've parted with my depression
on the way. When my brother has an United States at Pittsburg in 1793, at
attack of low spirits he goes over town which time James O'Hara and Major
and takes a Turkish bath, then gets lsaac Craig established a factory there.
shaved, and has his hair cut (whether he In 1802 Gen. O'Hara made the first flint
needs these operations or not), ancl then glass. From that day to the present
comes home ancl puts on n new suit of Pittsburg has been the acknowledged
Of
clothes. He recommends this plan to all centre of this class of manufactures.
his friends, and has a firm fait.h in it him- window glass factories proper in Pittsburgh there are 20 in operation in the
self. Whenever we sec Jim looking parcity and suburbs, ancl one devoted to the
ticularly clean and well trimmed we
making
of plate glass.
The total
know he's been fighting off :i fit of the
product of these 20 factories, with their
blues.
276 pots,has an annual value uf $3, 000,"Do I ever feel low-spirit ,d? Ob, yes 000.-Philadelphia
Press.
indeed," snid a young woman in a white
camel's- -hair tea-gown.
''You want me
In the Same Boat.
to tell you what I do under the circum"You have been in the army a great
stances? I have one remedy which nev- many years, but I have never heard of
er fails. It is putting on my very pret- your capturing anything," said an old
tiest gown ancl making myself look as coquette to a somewhat venerable army
tnicc as I possibly can, even if I stay in officer.
my own room all the afternoon or eve"You ought to have fl fellow feeling
ning and sec no one. I find that a shab- for me," was the reply.
by or unbecoming gown is sure to make
"How so?''
a fit of the blues worse, while an elabo ·
''Because we both know what it is to
rate toilet sends one's spirit up sooner grow old without making
any conquests. "-[Texas
Siftings.
than anything else. "-[Chkago
News.

~¥a~~a.t~:~fcti~t~~

~{~ 18
women· were well
~~<~
(ti-:7:r~~
the nation, and h11ve
~fii~~\~ n;,~rr;:\~i
endured so patient•
:~~n;1'~~~:: 0 niii,
know "·hat
ails

Is a Positive Cnre
For ALL of tho,e Painful
Delicato Cornplai:ib and
Complicated troubles and
W caknes~cs ,o -:ommon
il.mong our W1ves1 Mothers.
and Daughters,
It u·Hl (,"'ltre mtirelu

~\:~:J

~i

alloi·nri"an.ort1aoinal
troubles, I11Jlani.ma,tion and Ulcera,..
Uon, .Italling and
I,isplaccments;
di:

COJZSC'IILCZlt &ptnczl
FEMALE MISERY.
~'.,tf'unl~ive t~~~
~ ,0,
,j ~'
TT'cab,css, ,md ta
pleasant symptoms but think that they wi:1
U::·?~~~~:;~~~l:'c,rt~
~oon pass away, but they do not. 'lhcse are
om a n's Sure Friend c1ianae of life.
followed b, more serious troubles, annoying,
ti,rl'r IS A BUCSSIN"G TO 0Yl':1"VORKltO WOMEN, IT REMOVE9
weakening and life-dostroying, but still they rJ...1.NTNESS,
YLATULl!:NCT, A.LL CRAY?N& l!'On STilflJLANTS.
of the sc:irs of moderate size become take no step~ to check them. How con women JNJ> ll£LIEVES W.KAK:SESS OB' Tim STOlll.CH. CuRES LEU•
/ be so blind. Do they not know that such CORRncx.,. M:L'iSTRUAL PERIOD~ PASSED without PAD'.
by Druqv.igto,
Price S1. per bottle.
more movable and will begin to form things nre the beginning of tho end unless ~Sold
wrinkles like true skin when pre3sed taken in timo."
Percheron
from side to side. All tliese changes are
The experience of Mrs. Nicholns, who is now
in her eighty-fifth year, should bo a wnrnrng
Horses.
clue to improved nutrition, consequent
to nil who read her earnest words not to delay,
Larg<' and complete
Rtock ot imported stal•
on Letter blood circulation-the
develbut to use the beat of nil known means Jor
lions and mares, or all
opulent entirely new sc~s of blood ves-- f~t:.erving or restoring health before it is too
igcs.
Over 175 prlzel
\warded my horses in
rour years.
All stalscls in the cicatrieal tissue.
lions gnara11teed breedThe trip from De dwoocl, Dakota, t1 New
ers. li~ull-1loo:.l stock
York can now be made iu three days and a
• recorded w; th pedigree
hulf.
To Sail Under the Waves.
1n l'erd1t•ron
sLud
book~- I guarantee
to
A new idea in submarine boats is resell flrst-c:as~ stock a.a
low or IOWl'l" than any
ported.
An English rnventor has conStation Enslnore. on Southern
JOHN W. AKIN,
structed a boat which is sometimes 60
Scitlio, N. Y.
feet long, and sometimes considerably
less. In other words, it shuts up and
opens out like a telescope, and sinks in
the former case nnd floats in the latter.
A Loat of this kind, which could dive The patlentreC"vver=, strength slowly, as tho system
Is weak and debilitated, an.I the blood poisoned by
down ancl hang a torpedo to an adverthe ravages of the disease. What ts needed is a
CLAIMS:t,
sary's keel would be an awkward custo- good reliable tonic and blood purifier like Hood'~
•
• I<.l'NDS 1>rosccated
Sarsaparilla, which ha~ just, the elcmeuts of strength
fen unlesirt
mer to deal with in a nnval battle.
Per- for the body, and vitality and richness for the eucccs!-ifnl. -'1"',VEN'l,y.·r\VOwithout Y.EAltS'
EX•
I>EftIENUE.
r,rconI?.~:.-.ro:s-011::'ic~ Soucrrnn.
haps the seafights of the future are go- blood which boon br:ng back robust health. After
scarlet fever or pneumonia it is also or great benefit.
MILO
B.
STEVENS
& CO.
ing to be decided under water, as the
W./1.S-Fll:i"GTON. D. C.
CI,JsV,•.l,A.1'iD. OH10.
"After reco,·er:n1 from a prolon~ed sickness with
CHIC.MIO, l LL.
D~rrROIT, UICH.
land wars may be decided hy baloons in diphtheria, and needing somethin~ to build me up,
I took two bottles or IIood's So.rsaparilla.
I felt
DR. WILl,IAM~'
mid-air.
8
~~o;:Y ~he:;:~\1~:s:-nd~t o~e:n;e~o:
g~
a ~I~t~~
The new idea, however, is only in its
infancy yet, and may not be practicnlly
::;::a:~~~-l~;;~sat~i~~~ftj:1;,
tbing."-G.
H. -~i'f;.,.?11~{udltf'8b~ri?8iN~r~i;o~t·oi1;~,~~\!!~
1
developed for a long while. The tcles"Upon our little girl, who bad been sick with scar•
t~ra: 1~:i.?fJ:'j 1~cirt1[oia:-so~: a~XJ"Se1~• ~~~
1f~~~E-sLJ~3~!)Con,
1
0k_
0ooi;ir~
let fever, the use of Hood's Sarsa.pnrilla
was most
ty tf~~~~5a
~6~
]lass.
coping bout to which ;ve referred is said marvelous,
entirely removing the poison from her
-=::.:.·.::::...::..:::..:::.=..c.=.._.c:...::c:..:.:.'-----"-'--~--to work satisfactorily, but it hai only
0
been tried, so far, in the shallow and ~~:~~P:r~i,:",:!~:~:~/:,;o h~ :e~th~:~~;...
placid waters of the Lc:mdon docks. STR;~·~d';;co;
;a;~a par i 11a I DEST IN THE WORLD
Golclen Argol'y.
1'::r-Get th~ Gf'n,11nP.
Rolct Ever:rwhf're..

severity to cause pain. If the scar becomes irritable, suspend treatment until
it subsides. In the course of two or three
weeks of faithfol treatment the surface

AfterDiphtheria
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How a Scotch Lassie Got Wed,
Willie A-aml 1>1:vrcrie
B-had
0
been courting for over t~vo yefu-s, meetiug rcguhu·:y every 'i'Vednesday night in
Hope street, Glasgow. About a fortnight ago Willie, in parting with his be
loved, made the usunl remark:
"I'll
meet ye in Hope street next Wednesday
night.
l\'i:ind and be punctual."
"Deed
ay, Willie, lad," repliecl Meg, wi' a merry twinkle in her e'e, ''we hac met a
Jang time noo in Hope street, and I wis
jist that it wa3 nigh time we were shifting our trysting place a street farther
alang. What wad ye say to Union
street?" Willie has taken the hint, and
the invitations arc out. -Scottish
Ameri-

I

can.

I COCKLEjS
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PILLS,
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Business Directory.

God comes near to man; and by the same
gospel man is brought near to God. Christ
stands to present God to the sinner, and
Adverti,.,,,,,,1, under this heading inserted for 50
He stands also to present the sinner to
c~11tsper li•t for one year.
God. Thus it is that salvation is in the
hands of Christ.
Its gift and blessing ate
-CANTON.at His disposal and for His dispensation.
Bos-roN 5 Ce.::'TSTORE:, I-Iolt's Block.
Furniture,
"All power is given into His hand."
So
Crockery, Glass & Tm Ware.
Great bargains in
Christ stands to-day, offering salvation to
5 and IO cent goods.
offering it on these terms, and in
CH. DAVIS,_ Dentist.
Office over Brick Store. At men;
Dixfield hrst Tuesday and Wed. in each month
these words. "Him that cometh to me I
NATHAN REYNOLDS,
Registered Apothecary.
will in no wise cast out."
So we would
A S IlATHA WAY ,Insura.nce and Real Estate -i\.gcnt.
notice first of all that salvation can be obII rl/uif:~nd"~~:fecr;~~~~'v.Groceries,
Ory Goods,
tained from no other source.
Christ Jesus
D BHADr·ou.o, Brick Stoi'e, General Stock.
is the world'b Saviour, and beside Him
E F GouLn & Co., Stoves, Tin & IIardwarc.
there is no Saviour.
"There is no other
BrunG!JA:\1
& JOUNtiON,
l\1"eats & Groceries.
name given under heaven nor among men
i~cl~~~/;:~~~l~~i;re:lt
~}~:~~: Goods.
whereby we must be saved."
I H1ppose
M I3THOME";, Drug:-;, iVfedicines & Fancy Articles.
there
is no one here who thinks that there
C B.-\RROW.-:>, Fllrniture,
Crockery anc.l 1cic. Goods.
is any other saviour; but still there are
MG STJ<OUT, Provi$ions and Groceries.
some who live along in a sort of hap-haz~ iAnlr~~~.:,--te~;e~~f tsfn~:~~uce and ~upplies.
arc! way, and who all the tim.e are pleased
B1cKNEr...L & S·r1<.:T::;ON", Blacksmiths.
with
the delusion that after all they will
LC CpHun.N,
Flour, Grain and Feed.
G F 'lowu~, Pianos, Organs and l\lusical Goods. be saved in heaven some way, though they
j\flf,S ABOIE
ronNSON,
Fashionable Dressmaker.
have
no definite assurance of which way.
]. P. Swasey, Attorney and Counsellor a.t Law.
As for exercising any faith in Christ they
-WEST
PERU.-do not even try to do it. They have no
particular faith at all. They go along just
\~ 8 _VVALKEH..
& SON, Groceries, Flour, Hardware,
1
as people travel on the cars. They know
M::;~~s /~·~3{i~~:
r~:~~tt~:n~~eGii!~~there is danger, but somehow they don't
suppose they will get injured.
But if the
LIVERMORE.
railroad companies could put up in a conGEO F AoA~ts, Physician and Surgeon.
spicuous
and
convenient
place
in all deBUCKFIELD.
pots and rail coaches, some kind of an arrangement by which every passenger could
be made absolutely safe, if he would only
accept of its protection, I suppose that no
sane man or woman who travels by rail
WEST SUMNER.
would fail to take advantage of it. And I
II B CHANDLER,
Dry Goods & Groceries.
suppose further that if some one should
1-IAROLD CHAN"DLER,
Commercial & Job Printer.
neglect or refuse to avail himself of this
EL TUELL, F,1ncy & Ladies' Furnishing- Goods.
protection and should be injured. people
G J3ItiBEE, Custom Boot and Shoe Maker.
would say, "It served him right;" '·It was
EAST SUMNER.
his own fault," "The company is not to
W II EASTMAN,
cedsman.
Choice Vegetable
blame;" "It was culpable neglect on his
Seeds ofmy own Growing a specialty.
part that caused the accident."
Now in
-NORTH
TURNER.Christ there is a proYision by ·which the
North Turner I-louse. Elias Keene, Proprietor.
journey of life can be made in absolute
safety and it is the only way that absolute
safety can be secured, and yet all about us
at·e numbers of men and women traveling
swift:y onward, who have never availed
themselves of this protection.
In other
-:(-):-things their sanity is unimpeachable,
but
PUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
in this one most vit~l matter they betray a
fatal madness, and if they shall come· to
&anlnrr. Ilxfn:rrl &n .. MairrH. calamity, who can say "God is to blame."
--a-Is there any excuse for the man or woman
who refuses the salvation
which Jesus
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES,
Christ holds out, if at the last a calamity
is experienced?
If we spurn His offer w-e
take our own risk. If it shall be eternal
death, what can we sa v when we rem ember that we hear<::!Christ say, "Come unto
Same rates for 3 or 6 months,
me;" "I-lim that cometh to me I will in
Christ wants us to
~)fo
paper discontinued
until all ar- no wise cast out?"
reara!jes are paid, except at the option of have this assurance of absolute satetv. He
offers
it
to
us
continually.
\Ve have lookthe publisher.
eel e,·erywhere
else to find an assurance
Papers promptly discontinued atexpiralike it, and have found none. There is
tior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
none. No hand but that of Christ can
otherwise
they will be continued.
keep us, and no lips but his speak eternal
peace and safety to our souls. Observe
again:
In the bestowal of this salvation
Chri t is not governed l y caprice.
He
does not bless one and curse another, save
this man and damn that man, just to suit
some varying mood, or to gratify borne
SERMON
:BYREV.J, "!,. SMII'H,OFHAR- per~onal prejudice or fancy, but in the
bestowal
of this salvation He 1s governed
RISON,MAINE.
by the fore-ordained decree of God. The
whole plan of redemption
is consistent.
Delivered at Free Ilaptist Church, Canton, Brethren, we need not be afraid of this
word, fore-ordained;
it won't hurt us.
At Q.u~.:cterlyM~eting, Feb. 2, 1887.
The fore-ordination
we speak of is this,
viz., Goel has fore-ordained
in Christ to
Text, John 6: 37.-" Ilim that cometh to save all those who believe on His Son. It
me I will in no wise cast out.''
is the fore-ordination of a plan, of a means
Out of the dim ages of the past many a to an encl. It is in other "·ords the forecheering word comes ringing upon our ordination ofa means, by which we as inears. The patient accents of a sorely tried dividuals decide our own fate. Just as the
Tob; the sweet, grand music of David's
life-boat on our coast is a fo1·e-orJination
harp; the ver1• heart beat;; of the raptuous
of the government for the saving of shipprophet Isaiah; the C'xpectant songs of the wrecked sailors.
It is a means fore-ordainlater prophets; even the wilderness .:ry of eel for that purpose.
If we desire salv,:the last of the prophets, and his grand ex- tion, Christ is the only means to that end,
hortation, "Bei10ld the lamb of God who and so Goel hath decreed it. The only
taketh away the sin of the world."
But mea11s. Christ be-to"·s this salvation acno wo,·d 11'.lsever come to us with so cheer- cording to this decree.
"Ile came to do
ing a sound, no voice with so inspiring a the wili of Him that sent IIim," and that
ring in it, as the word and voice of Jesus will is "that whomever seeth and believChrist.
Into the ear of the weary, faint- eth on the Son shall have everlasting life,"
ing world it comes saying, "Corne unto or in the language of the text, that "liim
me a;icl I will give you rest."
It ring< out that cometh to me, I will in no wise cast
in the deepest misery of the world's moral out."
The condition upon which Christ
rnaladv and woe, and thousands of dear! is to receive the sinner. and bestow the
and d_ving hearts spring to a new life and gift of salvation, is that he come to Jesus.
pulsate with a ne,v joy when they hear it \Vithout this coming on the part of the
sa_vin,{, "liim that coFneth to me I will in sinner, Christ is powerless to bestow the
no wise cast out."
This is not a dead word gift. I am not here to tell you why God
but a living word which I bring you. There' planned the gospel in this way. IIe has
is as much life and meaning in this word not revealed the reason for it; but I am
to-clay as there wa~ when it hung upon the here to tell you the fact, and to entreat you
sinless lips of "The Son of man."
You to accept this plan, and through Christ bewill remember whatJesus said, "The words come reconciled to Goel. I fully believe
that 1 speak unto you, they are life." And that salvation is in no sense of man. That
again, "Heaven and ea, th shal I pass away is, man had nothing to do with its plan,
but my word shall never pass away." Our and he can do nothing to change its plan,
text theu hath as much mel)ning in it to- but it is evident that man has much to do
daj as it ever had. It brings to us in foll with tt.e application of this plan to himconfidence the strongest assurance ever self. Salvation is for him, it can meet his
proclaimed in any human ear. An asrnr- need, but he decides for himself whether
ance for all ageb and all people.
An as- he will have it or not.
surance for us and for every other man
and woman in the world who hears it or
The whole tenor of the gospel is, "he
ever wil I hear it. An assurance of the that asketh, receiveth;
he that seeketh.
highest good that can be desired.
An as- findeth; he that knocketh, to him it shall
surance from the lips of !Iim who cannot be opened; he that believeth shall be savlie, therefore an assurance of the highest ed; whosoever will, let him take the water
possible veracity, 2.nd most worthy of ac- of life freely;" and "Il1m that cometh to
ce1)tanc' ,,nd belief
"Him th·,t cometh me I will in no wise cast out."
\Ve canto' t;e
~viii in n;, wise cast' out."
It not fail to observe thRt the condition of
breathes the spirit of forgiveness and sal- salvation is not one of moral fitness.
It
vation, prepared and available for every does not invite the good man, and leave
man.
the bad man out. Outside of faith in
Salvation is by God andji-om
Goel. and Christ the gospel makes no distinction
it is to m~n and f,1r men; therefore I can- among men. Outside 0f this faith all are
not believe that.in the terms of salvation
sinners, and are in the same condition of
God has shut any man out from the p<>ssi- danger, and exposed to the same punishbility of salvation.
How Goel bnngs these ment.
The gospel has the same message,
possihili,ies to ali men I do not know, nor and the same c:oncl1tion for all men. No
is it necessarv that I should know; but man is so _!(Ooclthat he needs not to have
oue thing I cfokno,1·, viz., by what means faith in Cl1ri.,t, and no man is so bad that
God brings the pdssibilities of this s:Llva- if he comes to Christ he will be "cast out."
lion to us.' I Jrn0w that it is hv the use of The text say~ "no wise cast out."
That
jnst such me,1ns and opportunitil!s
as we is, in no case, and for no cause, provided
are now enjoying, that God brings the pos- only that the µreceding condition is filled
sibility of salvation to us, and that by these up. Thus Christ holds out salvation to
means and opportunities
we shall be juclg- all men. I-le says, "Come. taste and see
erl. The plan and method of salvation as that the Lord i's good."
The invitation
well as the mean; are all of God. That imposed the same condition npon the selfth is sa! vation wa-. designed to meet the righteous
Pharisee,
and the conscience
w,ed of all m,,n, 1 suppose no one of us stricken sinner.
God is no respecter of
doubt.
Tlrnt,it was cle,igncd t<) meet our persons.
The haughty and the l°'' ly, the
need see;ns to 11,~ to b;, beyc,nrl controverhigh-headed and the meek, al! must come
~.Yto the same terms. and enter by tile same
The plan of sah·aLion is adap'.cd to sat- door. The condition
i, not oi1e of a~c,
ist:y the unimpeachable justice of God on rank, sex. color. wisdom, riches, g-oodness
tbs> one !rnnd, and the utter n,·ed of man nor b:1dne,s. It is simply a conilition of
on the other, and thus the vast gulf be- choice and of action.
"Him that cometh."
tw,•,:11 the righkous G<d. and ,inful man! Nothing can hi•«ler the bestowal of salva-,
i, bridg~d .,H·er. In th¢ go,pel of Christ tion upon him that cometh to Jesus Christ.
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He will not cast him out, nothing can twirling a slick new hat. No one knew
therefore, for "all power is given to the him. His coat was whole, his pants a
Son in heaven and in earth."
Ah! but good fit, his shoes mates, and, behold the
this matter of coming.
It is at this point barber had just been performing upon
Tbeeyes are always in sympathy with
that some of us have stood for years. Some him to the very hight of his art. No one
the body, and afford an excellent index
are waiting to be brought to Christ; some knew him. He had to expl:un. Then the
of its condition.
\Vhen the eyes become
to be driven to Christ; some for Christ to young Indy was both surprised and disap"!"eak, and the lids inflamed and sore, it.
In his new appearance she had
come to them. Some are waiting for, they pointed.
ts
an
evidence
that the systelll ha.~
no
use
for
him,
and
then
he
was
disapknow not what; from sheer indifference,
become disonlere,1
by Scrofula, for
His eagerness to improve himor apathy.
They go along sleeping in the pointed.
which Ayer's Sarsaparilla is the best
day-time, coming nea, er and nearer every self had defeated the purpose of his comknown remedy.
moment to the end of the journey, but nev- ing.
!::io~ometimes when Jesus bids us come
er coming any nearer to Christ.
In fact,
Scrofnla, which produce,! a painful inonly getting further and further away from to Him, we think we must needs make our-!
flammation in my eyes, caused rne much
Him.
Once, years ago, the voice of Christ selves presentable first. We want to make
5Uffering for a numbn· of years. By the
We become selfsounded loudly and clearly in their ears, a better appearance.
ad vice of a physician I eommeneecl taking
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
After using t.his
"come unto me."
Now it comes, oh! so righteous, first, and then, behold Christ
medicine a short time I was completely
faintly, they can scarcely catch the words can do nothing with or for us. All that
must be abandoned. No
as they rise and fall. Tf,ey look about self-righteousness
Cured
but such as Christ gives is
them and they say, '·Alas! the gospel 1s righteousness
My eyes are now in a splenditl condilosing its power.
The watchmen blow of any value. Christ wants us to come to
tion, and I am as well and strong as eve1·.
with an uncertain sound.
Preaching
is Him when we are sinners, simply sinners,
-Mrs. William Gage, Concord, N. II.
not so powerful as it used to be." "And making no pretensions to anything else,
For a number of years I was troubled
alas!" say the watchmet,,
"they (these that he may cleanse us from the sin, and
with a humor in my eyes, anti was unable
to obtain any rnlief until I commenced
men) have drifted so far away from Christ put upon us His own robe of unspotted puusing Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
This medithat we cannot make them hear the sound." rity and stamp us with the likeness of Himcine has effected a complete cure, and I
'With all their skill, and all their power, self. Do yon not see that all your effort
believe it to be the best of bloo,1 purithe watchmen send out the cry, "Come to to make yourself better, first, you thereby
tlers.
-C.
E.
Upton,
:Nashua,
N. II.
Tesus." They look forth, there is no to- seek to make Christ's work and sacrifice
From childhood, and until with a few
ken that these men hear, and every day's of no avail. We may, we must come to
months, I haYe been aflliete,! with \Veak
tide i• bearing them further out. Alas! Christ just as we are. If \\'e wait one year
aut! Sure Eyes. I l1ave nscd for thcso
they will soon be gone. The time draweth or ten year.,, we shall be in no better concomplaints,
with beneficial
results,
He wants us· now.
on apace of•which
the prophet spake. dition to go to Ilim.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and consider it a.
·'Their ears have they stopped; their eyes With such'words as these let us go to llim:
ir ~~te~i~/ purifier. - Mrs. C. Phillips,
have they closed; their hearts have they ·'Just as I am, without one plea,
1
hardened; but they should see, and heat'., But that Thy blood was shed for me,
I snffered for a year with inflammaand believe with the heart and be convert- And that Thou bidd'st me come to Thee,
tion in my left eye. Three ulcers formed
ou the llall, depriving ruo of sight. and
ed and healed."
A few more Sabbaths
Oh Lamb of God! I come, I come!
1
and they will be gone, never again to hear
:.i1~~~~~t~~n~op~/;~~;~t~fs
i;:t~~[.
that voice of Jesus saying, "come to me." Just as I am, and waiting not
ly induced to use Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
"llim that cometh to me I will in no wise To rid my soul of one dark blot,
To
Thee,
whose
blood
can
cleanse
each
spot,
cast out."
Do you hear it now? Then
By Taking
corne now. Surely since so much depend- Oh Lamb of God! I come, I come!"
three bottles of this medicine I have been
In conclusion:
Our
purpose
when
eth upon this coming, it cannot be other
entirely eure,L My sight has been re•toret!, and there is no sign of intlammathan pertinent to inquire, "\Vhat is it to coming to Christ must be to remain with
We do not go to receive a gift
l!on. sore, or ul<-er in my eye, - Kendal
come to Christ?"
It may be that some Christ.
T Howen, Sugar Tree Ridge, Ohio.
poor heart here is now crying 011t, "Ilow and then t·eturn ag-ain. We must make
up
our
minds
that
henceforth
we
will
live
~l,v rlanghtcr, ten years old, was afllictsha'l I go to Christ?"
God grant there
Christ and j(}r Christ.
Seeking
e,l with Snofnlons Sore Eyes. During
may be many hearts burdened with this with
tlie last two years she neYer saw light of
is not
an experiment.
\Ve
enquiry.
I hope by God's blessing to be Christ
eny kind.
Ph_vsicians of the highest
able to give you a few hints that will h~lp seek with no will of our own, except to
•tan<ling exerted their skill, bnt with no
find Christ and know llim.
The coming
you in coming to Christ.
1
union.
It
It must be first of all acknowledged on to Christ is for an eternal
p1~~h;l~~c{;cf~~~\
pre-supposes
no more separation.
I-le
your part that you want to find Christ;
A .''<Jr's Sarsaparilla, which my daughter
lfany soul has ever
com1ne11ce<ltaking. Before she had used
that yo11 earnestly desire to go to Jesus. will not "cast out.',
tl,tt tlmt! bottle her sight was restoretl.
This desire being settled, how shall we SqJ wandered from Christ and become an outl{pr cme is complete. - \V. E. SutlJerout? First, we must decide to abandon cast. it was not because Christ had cast it
land, Evangelist, Shelby City, Ky.
•
Christ
the sinful things of this world.
We must out. Christ will never do that.
As Christians
do as St. Paul did-"Count
all things as is true to his promise.
loss for the excellency of the knowledge of we may persevere if we will. For if we go
r,eparcrl by Dr. ,J.C .. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
our Lord Jesus Christ."
We may go all to Jesus He will in no wise cast us out. I
Sold t,y all Druggists.
Price $1; six bottles, $Ssin-defiled as we are, but go in this mind, am afraid I have not helped you very much,
that whatever Christ shall bid ns do we but I want to help you. !low shall you
will do it. Even though He bid us as He go to Christ? Go just as you are; go 110-:»;
go
did the young man-"Go
sell all that thou go as He bids you; go honestly;
S
p~a~f (:n ~~E1c~1~
hast and give to the poor."
\Ve must be humbly; go with an open heart; go in st
amp, a r:1~:~ptwWr •~;,~~~~~~
ready in the second place to abando'l sell. all your sin and need; go with a broken
FRECKLES,
PI]l[PLES,
Ready to give up whatever ch1ims to good- and contrite spirit; go not to bless, but BLOTCHES, TAN,
BLACK HEADS, ETC., leaving
Cast the worid and your the skin soft, clear
ness we may ha,·e cherished in the past. to be blessed.
and beautiful.
\Ve go to Chris,t for salvation because we self-pride behind you, and flee for your
Touch with this compound the s0ft lily check,
Go to stay for
have found that there is no good in us to life-flee to Jesus Christ.
And the bright glow will best its virtues speak.
Go,
merit the gift we want.
This is the word all your life and for all eternity.
though
the
day
is
late
and
the
sun
low.
of Christ.
"If any man will come after
~l~~/rn~~·~c~~~~t J;~~td~~<l~~~::~t~~~~tri~~~;~:~
Go on your knees; go con- A. D. STE~lPEL, 6o .Ann St., New York.
me, let him deny himself, and take up his Make haste.
1y52
cross and follow me."
At the very outset fessing your sir>s; go forsaking your sins;
he must deny himself.
It is entirely hope- go believing in Jesus; go and be saved;
?
less for us to think of reaching Christ in go beyond the watchman; go to Christ;
Ladies or gentlemen desiring pleasant profitahle
any way but by that marked out by Him. go without fear; go quickly, for now He employment write at once. VVc want you to handle
is calling thee.-"Come
unto me; come, and an article of domestic use that recommends itLet us suppose a case as an illustration.
self
every one at sight.
Staple as Flour.
Sells
one. Come;
him that like to
Suppose a man in New York should send weary, sinful
hot cakes.
Profits 300 per cent.
Families
word to yon that if you would come to him cometh to me I will in no wise cast out." wishing· to practice economy should f9r their own
benefit writ~ for particulars,
Used every day the
in New York he wouid give you ten
year round 111 every household.
Price within reach
thousand dollars, and for that sum he sent
Ilucklen's Arnica Sa.lve.
of all. Circulars free.
Agents receive Samples
yon a draft upon himself payable on deTHE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts, Free. 1\<ldress DOMESTIC M'F'G Co., Marion, O.
2643
mane! within a bpecified time, but payable Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
to the bearer only, who in every case must Sores, Tetter, Chapped Ilancls, Chilblains,
be the perwn in whose favor the draft was Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and posioriginally made; and the instructions were ~ively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It
At the "Old Decoster Carriage Shop," is prepared to do all kinds of
further, that you should come at once,ancl 1s guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
come by a specified route.
And suppose or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per
further, you knew of some scot·es who had box. For Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Drugbeen thus invited and who had received gist, Canton, Me.
1y51
6tf
1000 ft::et ,.2 inch Bass Boards wanted.
the gift according to the conditions. \Vhat
would you do? Would you say, "I will go
next week, or next year, or sometime?"
The letter said ten thousand dollars, if yon
come at once. God says, "To-day if ye
hear my voice harden not your hearts."
-AND'·Now is the accepted time, to-clay is the
cla_yof salvation."
Or would you say "It
will be just as well for me to go by th,1t
other route.
It is cheaper that way, and I
can get there just as quick."
But the lette1· said, $ro.ooo if you come just as I direct you. Chri$t says, "I am the door."
"I am.the way."
"No man cometh except by me."
'· Ile that entereth and cometh by me f'hall find eternal life." And
God says, "There is no other name given
under heaven or among men whereby we
mu,t be saved."
Yes, my friend, you may
find a cheaper route than this, but the end
thereof is failure, disaster, death.
You
may fiacl a cheaper way; "l way with much
less self denial and of sacrifice, much more
pleasant and easy for our feet, but the end
of it is destruction.
And further let me
repeat to you what yo,, have already heard
again and again.
It is this: Christ wants
you to come to Him just as you are. An
old hymn says, that "If you tarry till
you're better you will never come at all."
And it is too terribly true.
I-le wants us
to come with all our sins, and uncouthness. It is because of your sin that He invites you to come. In the clays of Christ's
earthly life, the blind went to Him because
they were blind; the lame because they
were Jame; the deaf because they were
deaf. To-day, sinners go because they are
sinners.
Then the leper went to Christ in
all the loathsomeness of his foul disease,
and Jesus did not repulse him. The leper
went to Jesus because he was a leper and
his case was hopeless in any other hands,
and Christ never refused him healing. So
to-day, the sinner may go in all the loathFull stock of Groceries, Flour, Meats, Provisions Canned
someness of his sin, and coming to Jesus
".viii in no wise be cast out."
The sinner Goods, Uhoic:e Teas and Coffee, Fruit, Tobacco and Cigars.
comes to Christ because hi, case i; hopeless in other hands; and Christ will not
cast him out. \\le are not to wait until we
have improved ourselves, but go as we are,
and go at once. Did you read that story
in '·The Youth's Companion about "Paul, Such as Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Potatoes, Beans, Etc., taken
the news boy?"
I ul was not preposessing
in appear- in exchange for goods.
ance-not
at all. He was arrayed in tattered coat much out at elbows, trousers
which made a frantic but fntile effort to
meet
his mismatecl shoes.
An old,
slouch hat strove to hide a thick mass of
curley, tangled hair.
He had not even a
handsome face. Ile was not at all prepo,essing, but a _voung lady who saw him
saicf, ":re is just the hoy I want for a
rnoclel for my pietme .• , So an appointrrry our,
the best in the
mcnl was made tor him to come to her
Also our choice brand of
house and have his picture painted.
The market.
clay and hour came. A knock at the
street door-the
servant admitted a boy
who stood upon the doormat
ne_rvously

Sore Ey-es·-

~~1•:::.

~::
:~:~':r:
t\';,~?tr·

:~f

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

p M Pl ES• \~:~f

VEGETABLE

BALM

$100

A '\VEEK

Carria[e
Repairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
FOR
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
USE.

NEW FIRM.

BLUE

STORE,

CANTON.

ALLKINDS
OFFARM
PRODUCE
'

Only Store in town that Sells

15LBS.GRANULATED
SUGARFOR$too.
Diamond

Bridgham

Electric Soap,
40 ct. Tea.

& Johnson, Blue Store, Canton.

THE

HOUSEKEEPER.

LIFE'S LABOR.-Girh
too often think
that if they were only in the way of rloin,2;
"great things" they would be happy in
doing them.
Many a tired mother failing
to appreciate
the grandeur
or her life
work, lies down in her bed at nig'ht with
the profound consciousness
thut another
day has been fritted away in doing
things without apparent relation to eternal affairs, but which for the comfort and
well-being of the family were required,
saying,
"Oh, if I could
do something that
amounts
to
something,
how
gladly
would
I work.
My
daughters shall never do as I have done;
they shall have an easy life." Poor worn~
an, she forgets that in her being the patient mother of her children, and the good
housewife, she has done that which for
her is the best there is to do. Oh, who
but mothers can teach our girl~ to see
that this doing the work, simple and common though it may appear, really lies at
the root
of all things, and
without
which life is impossible, and so teach
them to simplify their tasks, that while
living they may also live nobly. Such
m<Dthers will become graet benefactors to
the race, and we shall see calm-browed
women performing lowly duties with satisfaction instead of unhappiness.-//.
W.
Bolton.
TARNISHED 8ILVERWARE.-Solid silverware, as well as plated, grow dark and
tarnished in a very short time when exposed to the air, even when put away in a
dark place. This is especially the case
when hard coal is used in the house or
neighborhood, as the sulphur m the coal,
liberated by the heat, is sure to stain all
the silverware in reach. This annoying
tarnish can be entirely prevented by
painting the silverware with a soft brush
dipped into alcohol in which some collodian has been dis~olved. The liquid
dries immediately
and forms a thin,
transparent and absolutely invisible coating upon the silver, which completely
protects it from all effects of the atmosphere, etc, It can be removed at any
time by dipping the article in hot water.
This recipe has been used for some time
in the large establishments
at London,
where most of the goods in the showcases· are protected in this manner .-Mechanical News.
CARD CA8E.-Cut two pieces of card
board 3x4½; the outsidt" of the cover is
black satin and the in side is of any color
you choose. The black satin must be
long enough
to cover the card-board
(which is put together hke the covers of a
book) and lap over on the inside about
two inches; this will make a little pocket
where the cards are to be kept. Now on
the outside paint a few flowers and on one
of the pockets inside paint a bug, or butterfly, or bumblebee.
The color of the
flowers must correspond with the color
of the lining.
Mine is lined with blue
and has forget-me-nots; one I have seen,
was lined with pink and had sweet peas.
If! have not described plainly enough I
will send a pattern to any one who wishes
It.

Unlike Any Other.
It is said by those who know, that
Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment is unlike
any other in the world, and that it is the
most wot11.derfulfamily remedy ever discovered.
It is both for internal and external use, and is equally valuable
in
either case. It is safe to say that no
remedy
now
known
has cured so
many cases of Diphtheria,
Croup, Atshma, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Sore Lungs,
]1leeding at the Lungs, Spitti_ng of Blood,
Chronic
I-Ioarsen<>ss, Ilackmg
Cough,
Whooping Cough, Lame Stomach, Rheumatism in worst form, Chronic Diarrhcca,
Chronic
DysentPry, Kidney Troubles,
Diseases of the Spine, Sciatica and Neuralgia, as has Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
This Anodnye Liniment is richly worth
ten dollars a bottle in certain cases.
For instance,m case of diphtheria,croup
and asthma, when the sufferer is almost_
dead for want of breath, and something
is required to act instantly.
To an old
man sufferin~ with severe kidney disease,
ten dollars is no more than a cent for a
bottle of this Anodyne.
Ir. all such cases
it will give immediate relief-and
by using it occasionally, it will afford comparative comfort the remainder
of life. A
person suffering intense agony, no matter
in what part of the body, nor what the
cause, can get some relief immediaely by
taking into the stomache a double_dose of
this Anodyne.

"Saved.the Life of My_Wife."
ROCKPORT. Tex.
Gents :-\1/hile on the subject of medicines, permit me to say that I can conscientiously vouch for the belief that about
three weeks since Johnson's
Anodyne
Liniment saved the life of my wife while
suffering from a complication of diseases,
in which
tonsilitis,
bronchitis
and a
species of influenza (which has been epidemic here fo1· several weeks) were cons~ic_uous. In nearly every case where the
L1111ment was used internally and externally, a speedy cure has followed.
My children are subject to croup. Since
ascertaining the virtue of the Liniment,
all that is neces_sary is to give them a
dose, bathe their chest and throat with
liniment, and tuck them in bed, and the
croup disappears as if by magic.
E. A. PERRENOT.

SHELL WORK Mn·TENs.-In
answer to
Lu. 's request I send directions for knitting
mittens.
For very fine ya1·n, ladies' size,
cast on seventy stitches, thirty on one
needle and twenty on the other two. First
row, knit plain; second row, knit 1, seam
1, thread over; repeat until vou have nine
stitches with eight loops between, seaming every tenth stitch; third row, seem 1
narrowing either side of the seem; repeat
same as third row until you have nine
stitches between the seams. This forms
one shell. Repeat from second row until
you have ten shells for the wr:st, keeping
up three rows of shells with beams each
side all the way down the back. Narrow
off same as plain mittens only keeping
the seams.

for

Infants

I

and

"Caatorlals so well adapt.ed to children that
( recommend it as superior to any prescription
lwowntome."
H. A. ARclIER,M.D.,

Children.

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhooa, Eructation,
Kills e:~~s,
g1ves sleep, and promotes dl-

1l1 So, OxfordSt., Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE
BOSTON
HERALD.

Wl&ou, l.Djuriousmedication.
Tim Ci:NT..t.ORCoUPJ.NY, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER.

ASTONISHING
SUCCESS.
It is the duty of every person who has
used Boschee's Gennan Syrup to let its
wonderful qualities be known to their
friends in curing Consumption,
severe
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia,and
in fact all throat and lung diseases.
No
person can use it without immediate n;lief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of all Druggists to recommend it to the poor, dying
consumptive, at least to try one bottle, as
80,000
dozen bottles were sold last year,
and no one case where it failed was reported. Such a medicine as the German Syrup cannot be too widely known. Ask your
dru_ggist about it. Sample bottles to try,
sold at 10 cente. Regular size, 75 cents.
Sold by all Druggi$tS and Dealers, in the
United States and Canada.
eow42

Largest Rona Fide Circulationot
any paper In NewEngland.
ALL

TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov, 1 '86,
GOING

The nndersigned take this opportunity
to thank their friends aud customers for
the very liberal patronage bestowed upon
thP.m the past year.
We shull continue
to do as ne:.u- as possible a PAY DOWN
bnsiness, believing that it is for our mutual interest.
\Ve shall keep a foll stock
of Merchandise of all Kinds-everything
usually kept in a country store.
Buying
in lar~e quantities will enable us to make
LOW PRICES.
Re~p'ly,
C. B. ATWOOD & CO.
Buckfiekl, Jan. 6, 1887.
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l
f;~:t:;1il•d,
5 30 9 55 ~~~~-~i~~~•, 9 05 3 27
!Bl:;;ii~?d5 50110 ~;;:~it!:J~~,
9 30 3 37

JEW

05

6 15 10 18 Buckfield,
10 15 3 50
*\Varren R'd,
6 40 ro 32 East Sumner, 10 35 4 04
7 40 11 15 Hartford,
10 50 4 10
P. M. *Fuller
Road,
S 25 12 05 Canton,
I 1 15 4 25
P. M.
[arrive.
1 151 5 JC Gilbertville,
4 .1.5
stop only on signal.

Portland,
Boston,
*Trains

I

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
AT ,VEST MINOT.-Daily,with
mail train,for He·
bron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT
BucKFIELD.-D:1ily,
with mail train, for
Chase's rvtills 4 miles, Tu:rner 6 miles, No. Buckfield 3 miles, and West Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTON.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, \<Vest Peru 10 miles,Dixfield IO miles,
~{cxico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxbury
21 miles,Byron
25 miles.Iloug-hton's
30 miles. Afso for Brittun's Mills, Livermore, 5 miles.
AT GILBERTVILLE.-Dctily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
L. L. LINCOLN,
SUPT.

:LIFELOANS.:
On

any

kind of security
an<l good
promissory
notes.

U. ~-

JsiWRAPS,

~AR.KETS

Government
Bonds.
Foreign
Redemption
Bonds
sold on monthly
payments.
Large
premiums
for small investors.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
everywhere.
.:._iberal inducements.

isaf
~

Address

Mechanic

for full particulars,

Q. W.

FOSTER,
42 Broadway,

Falls, Me.

Banker,
New York.

---ALSO--

WANTED!

CHILDREN'S OUTSIDE

•

1
100 :E
AMILIES

R

TO MAKE

COATS

Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
and the work deliven,d at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51tf

I
Lneas & l3ish!•p wishes to inform the public that they are prepared to furnish
anything in their line at Boston prices, as they exchanges goods manufactured
_by
themselves for goods in the \Vatch and Jewelry line. which enables them to give
better prices than ever. ,Just consider some of our prices.

WANTED

A competant man for Oxford County, to canvass
and take orders for HOWE'S
P.-\TE. T ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREENS.
Best selling goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORRIN P. HOvVE & CO., Augusta, Me.

100•
GOLOs

We wilt sell \1/m. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver case,
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelled in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. Nu.
7 Elgin. 7 jewels, in nickel ease for $6.50, in silver case $8.00. No. 13 Elgin, in 3ounce silver case for $12.00.
Roekford, Hampden,
and Illinois Watch Co. 's at
,vill pny one hundred do11ars gold in premiums for
proportionately
low prices.
Knigt\ts of Labor Pins from 35 cents to $2.00.
We We
best results from cii:rht weeks' trial of Sheridan's
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the following prices:
J>owdf"t" to Make Hens Lay.
Send your name and
0
~1~J:n:t~c;~~1:;.
ilos~o,1.
J.t~~~?~
& co.,
KNIVES-Rogers'
Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50. Sheffield, $2.00; Standard Silver
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
A 1, $6.00; Watliwe Brothers', $-!.00; Standard Silver Plate
Co., 3./iO.
SPOONS-Tea,
$3.00 per dozen; Desert, $1.00 per pair; '!'able, $1.15 per pair.
That Wonderful Remedy for
Masonic. Odd Fellow. a11d all other emblems at low prices for cash.
We have
full line of Chains, Charms, llar pins, Pius and Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
the value of which many ladies in this viAnything we do not have in gtock we can fnrnish at short notice.
cinity can testify to, is still for sale bv
Mrs. H. I-I. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
Fine Watch Repairt'ng in all its branches, also Sewing 1lfaclnne and
Trial
Package
Free.
4-46
Nlodels built at shoi-t notice, and all kinds small llfachine

frt-i~~;~~

ORANGE
BLOSSOM
!
FEMALECOMPLAINTS,

Work done in a workmanlike

manner.

S,, &/111~#'/JS~

Lucas &. Bishop,

AnotherArt Craze.

Boot & Shoe. Maker.

Opposite the Depot,

E. W. ALLEN, Canton.

::lesiring to learn the Art, we will send an elegant
china placque (size 18 inch~s,) handsomelyd~corated. for a. model, together with box of matenal, 100

TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
IhavePeerlessa11dStanley
orgauwhich
d?!~~~1a~;<l~1~~;C~',~ti~;ct.~dcoi~~pr~~;:e:;~'t1~}~~1al,~;t:1~~:
I sell at reasonable prices; warranted for
1
0
years. 1'nose in want ofan orrran or
~~~r~tf~~~~c:t!:~
ai'~c
:~~~; five
piano will
o well to call on or address
0
0
1
0
the above. 'fhese organs are well made
~}<llv~r:t~;~:-~~!l~~s
i~}
\~:t::r~:c:~
whom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods 1 in every respect,qnick
in action, bri!Uant
we will enclose extra and without charge, a beauli·
iu tone, and voiced so they are easy to
ful 30 inch, gold~tinted placque.
Add-n:ss, THE
sing with.
'rbey are second to none.
EMPIRE
NEWS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
13t5

!!

1

1
,,

West Minot,
[arrive.
Mecl_1anic F'Js
Lewiston,

The LATEST STYLES of

CooKms.-2
cups sugar, I cup butter, I
cup sweet milk, I teaspoon soda; seeds if
you like.

~~~l~ ~no~[~\~c!:;dt~~~~r ~::t;~~-~ifi~~~ta;~nla~f;;

NORTH.

ll~~',

"My little son, three years of age, was
terribly affiicted with scrofula.
His head
·was entirely covered with scrofulous sores,
and his body showed many marks of the
disease. A few bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla cured him."-W.
J. Beckett, I-Iymeria, Ind.

The latest art work among ladies is known as the
"French Craze, 11 for decorating china,. glass\varc,
etc. It is something entirdy new, and 1s b9th ~ro

GOING

4 percent. 1 percent.

FrG CANDY.-Take
one cup of sugar,
one-third cup of water and one-fourth of a
teaspoonful of cream of tartar: let the
sugar and water boil until it is a pale
brown color; shake the basin in which it
is boiling, gently, to prevents its burning,
but do not stir it at all until just before
you take it from the fire; then stir in the
cream of tartar.
\Vash and cut open some
figs; spread tlaem on a platter, then pour
the sugar over th 1m. Take care to have
each fig covered; set them in a cool place
till the sugar has time to harden.

TART CAKE.-One-half
cup lard, 3 cups
flour, two-thirds ofa cup ofsweetmilk,
2
teaspoons cream of tarter. I of soda.

SOUTH.

LOANS.

Great excitement has been caused in the
vicinity of Paris, Tex .. by the remarkable
recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who was so
helpless he could not turn in bed, or raise
his head; everybody said he was dying of
Consumption.
A trial bottle ofDr. King's
New Discovery was sent him. Find.ing
relief, he bought a large bottle and a box
of Dr. King's New Life Pills; by the time
he had taken two boxes of Pills and two
bottles of the Discovery, he was well and
had gained in flesh thirty-six pounds.
Trial Bottles of this Great Discovery for
Consumption
free at Nathan Reynolds'
Drug Store, Canton, l\faine.
(2)
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NEWS.

Lve, A. M.-MXD
MAIL
Lve,
-MXD
MAIL
Gilbertville,
19 oo
P. M:A-:-M
Canton,
4 15 9 15 Boston,
7 oo *Fuller Road,
A, M. P. M.
Hartford,
4 35 9 30 Portland, G.T.
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1
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Excitementin Texas.

No other medicine is so reliable
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, for the cure
coughs, colds and all derangement of
respiratory
organs.
It relieves
asthmatic and consumptive,
even in
vanced stages of the disease.

LATEST

Rnmf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

A writer in one of our exchanges gives
a rule for a fruit pudding which she says
keeps as well as a fruit cake, and only
needs a few moments heating in the
steamer aod a sauce made' to prepare it
for the table.
FRUIT PuDDING.-One cup of chopped
suet, or in place of it half a cup of butter,
one cup of raisins, one cup of molasses
and half a cup of sugar, one cup of sweet
milk, and flour to make a dough about
like fruit cake. Sometimes we use part
graham flour, as that gives it a flavor better liked than all fine flour.
This pudding we put into a tin pudding
dish, or a lard pail, and set in a kettle of
hot water or steamer, and cc,ok three
hours or so. To be eaten with sweet
sauce. We often keep this in the cellar as
we would cake, and by steaming it is quite
as good as when newly made.

APPLE JOHNNY CAKE.-Pare,
core and
chop I pint of sweet apples, add to a pint
and a half of rich, sweet milk a half teaspoon each of salt and saleratus, and Indian meal to make a batter that will level
in the )>an by shaking slightly.
Bake in
a moderately hot oven to a cinnamon
brown.
I think it will s,~eeten the !!isposition even of Growling Tom.

THE

~~i7iZJ;~c:°~ha;;~:l
i:~;;~\~l t:t

Canton, Me.

W. F.

PUTNAM,

Dixfield,
.

Over P. Hodge's blaeksmith shop. All
kinds of repairing.
Custom making to
measure, from Thomas' celehrntecl calf to
finest French.
Orders solicited.
3-37

Maine.

Manufacturer

of

DOORSSASH WINDOW•· DOOR
F"A..,ES

•
'
""
"' .,.
CLAZED
WINDOWS.
All kinds moulded and plain tlnish,balusters. Newens. Brackets,&c. Also chamber and dining-room
furniture Chamber
Sets and Extension '!'ables a specialty.
Jobbing done promptly.

On

.Pro1nissory

N o'tes.

WANTED-Notes
of well rated business men
for one month to twelve months.
Amounts, $1,000
to $1,000,0(X).
Strictly confidential and safe. Bond~
given, seJtlements made. Correspondents
wanted.
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
6m36
•o Broadway, Ne"' York.

Onr True Treasure.
Every ooin of earthly treasure
We have lavished upon earth,
For our simple worldly pleasure,
May be reckoned something worth;
For the spending was not losing,
Though the purchase wa3 not small;
It has perished with the using;
We have had it-that is all!
But each merciful oblationSeeds of pity wisely sown,
What we gave in self negation,
We may truly call our own·
For the treasui·e freely given'
_Is the treasure that we hoard,
Smee the angels keep in hen veu
What is lent unto the Lordi
-J.

G. Saxe.

A MOTHER'SVISION.
''Oh, dear," said titl y l\Irs. Jewett,
"there's Willie in the rarlor arrain with
his muddy boots, ancl Jennie l~~s fingered the wood work of the piano all over,
I sec, that I polished so nicely only
yesterday.
I know the door of the spare
room has been left open, too, fol' the
muslin curtains al'C pulled all away,
where pussy must have frolicked in the
folds; and, dear, <leur, there's Jack this
minute with his feet in that sluffod

chair!''
11
: Come,
come, mother,
I wouldn't
fret," rnid easy 1\Ir. Jewett:
"the
children must put their feet somewhere,
and I suppose kittens will be kittens and
fly about where they can find the most
fun."
"Oh, yes," rejoined Mrs. Jewett,
"It's
very
easy
for
yon
fathel',
to think children and cats can go
where they liko and do what they
please.
I'm not fretting, but it's hard
work to sweep and p<11ish, and do
clear-starching;
and men
never did
know and never will know anything
about the work of a housekeeper and a
mother."
So saying, lift's. Jewett, with her fair,
pretty fac3 all in wri:::kles, went out of
the room with a worried:
"Oh, dear!"
And her l.rnsband looked after her
with a compassionate:
"Poor mother!"
N,iturally Ml's. Jewett was of a happy
disposition, but like many another fond
faithful mother, she wus unconscious!;
falling into the habit of worrvin,,. over
the inevitable faults and thoughtle~sncs.;
c,f her children.
She w~s a scrupulously
neut housekeeper, and as her things had not come
as easily as they do to many others, they
acquired all the more value and importance in hel' eyes, once they came into
her possession.
But the usual restlessness of boys and
gir:s, and even poor capering kitty herself,
was fast deveioping
into J\Irs. Jewett
that irritating fretfulness and impatience
which kills true happiness ancl comfort
in many a home, and where the muthcr's
real object is to make all as CQmfortable
and Lappy as possible.
In vain Mr. Jewett hinted that things
were always going wrong, somehow, and
that 1here wus no encl of peevishness and
fauit- findiug taking root in his family.
At such times 1\Irs. Jewett would shed
tears and declare no one could do more
than spend &ll their time and energies
for 1he welfare of their family, as she

did.

One morning the curtains were discovercd to have been rolled up all to one
side, while the summer sunshine
was
flooding, with its wholesome light, the
bright paitern of the new Brussels carpct.
Jennie and Carrie had left their
school books icatterecl
around. on the
chairs, and Jack's muddy boots stood in
the middle of the floor.
Mrs. Jewett burst into a tirade of displeasure, but the children were ont of
hearing, so instead of judiciously
and
patiently calling them in and obliging
them to put things in their places, ~he
beg11n putting things to rights hersc:f,
allowing Mr. Jewett, as frequently happened, to bear the brunt of her displcasure, and for once his good naturn gave
way, a nd he said, pettishly:
"I declare, wife, it is a thousand pities thcl'e are any children here to bother
you so."
:Mrs. Jewett made no rep:y, but go'.ng
to her room she sat down for a moment
to cons der whe th er or not her husband
meant what he had juS t said.
But by degrees the room faded from her
vision, the house became quiet--terribly
quiet- th e sunlight died out., a nd ,hado
and st illncss reignccl supreme.
There
were footsteps
heard,
but
hushed, creeping, awed.
A.ll of active life had ceased; even the
kitty Imel taken herself off, and was no
where to be seen,
Mn. Jewett roused herself, and went
from
dining-room,
from
l . kit.chen to

could pierce throu;_;h crack or crevice
of the nicely ndjusted shutters.
Every book was in its place; the
chairs as guiltles'l of dust as if just
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for His

vVM. En. ROBSON M. D. L R C s I M
If Q. C. P. I., late _'or th,; .Roy°al
of
Engla~~- bas got mto professional trouble
cleaned, nnd the unblurred polish of the
for wnt10g the following ooen letter to the
piano reflected each undisturbed
orna.
Queer Forms Assumed by Molten Silver t1ditor of the Loudon F'mnil11 Doctor·
. "I believe it to be the duty of every physiment and object in its vicinity.
Dropped on Cold Slabs.
cian to make known any means or remedy
But the children! Oh, the children!
whereby stckness l'an be prevented and it is
f,:n·this purpose I writ3 to give ~y expeA great appalling throb of apprehenboth here and abl'osid. I ask the pubsion and withering · pain shot unreTen years ago this winter I stood in r.ien~e
lication of thJ ~Ul:tementthat people may be
warned be_rore1t 1s too late, to sa.v to them
pressed through the mother's heart at the big California stamp mill at Virginia
that there 1s at hand a means by which they
the mention of their name.
City, Nev., watching the sixty pondcrmay be restored to perfect health. It i, welt
Wqere
was
winsome--no
longer ous 250-pound
weights thundering
on know~. to the medical .wor:d, and i □ deed, to
th~ _la1uy,that a certam disease is making a
mischievous but winsome-- Williei
~he quartz.
The pulp was being stirred
~11,ble havoc; that next to consumption it
Where pray, were sportive Carrie and ~n the great pans; the tailings wero go- is the most fatal, and that when fully develis nothing, to be dona for the su'.lively Jcnniei Where, too, bounding, lov- mg out dowu a flume like a rr.ill race. f~~~e~.~/'-ere
•·_l:'hysiciausand scientists have Jong been
ing little Jack? "Yes," she said,vaguely
At each settling pan was a large canvas
tr~1?g to thr~w light upon the cause, and if
peering about in the sunless gloom, bag held in a vise-like grip. I was in- possible, find m nature a m0dicine for this
where are my precious children?"
vitcd to thrust my hand into one of fatal malady. They have shown absolutely
that the blood-purifying organs' of vital irdShe left dining room and parlor and them.
I did so, and brought up a great
ttee !~1:1o8J~h~~:t~~;t s~:~~d
went from one child's chamber
to an handful of something that was heavy and fi!Jaii~e
take out of the blood is ~arried by the blood
other-everything
in that same depress•1selusive as quicksand.
~~!~as:>~ry part of the body,· developing
ing order, even their little beds were un- . "That," said Senator Fair, then super, . "[n my hospital pra?tice in England, Inruftled, each smooth pillow looked as if mtendent of the Big Bonanza mine, "is a,":and. South America, and als,, while a
SUI gaon m the Royal Navy of Great Britai □
unpressed by a sunny head for--oh,
so amalgam-quicksilver
nncl gold and silver. I gave a great deal of attention to the study
1
11
long.
We put that in reel hot retorts.
The
~~tf~~~eJ f~!~e
o~il~a~~a~ri~!?
ii:
And, ab, misery!
What was that in quicksi:vcr passes off in vapor, is cauc,ht chrome Bright's Disease hopeless, but tbat
Willie's room in the porcelain vasc1
and prec1pitatetl, and the bullion co~es kidney d sease was remarkably prevalent
much moresotlrnn ~enernlly known,and w~
Some white flowers tied with white , out in a blackened but solid mas.~. Now the cai:se o~ the ma.;onty of cases of sickness,
satin ribbon;
and this heart-breaking\
come down to the rcfi11ing room and I'll and fut thtll, tn~t the mod1cat profession has
no remedy which exerts any absolute control
emblem in Jennie's room? Her picture, • show you something.
D'yc ever sec over these orgaus i 11 disease "
. "Some time ago when 1 ha".dacasewhich rosweet child! with a crown of fading how silver spreads when you drop s1sted
all regular t1 eatment,-which
is very
flowers encircling it-and
here in Car- it 1 I
can't
do
this
as
well llm1ted,--complirnted with the passing of
rie's room her picture, the darling,
also as I'd
like
to,
for
there's
too ~;.1\'11s
i!~:it\~~ ~,~n;~~ie~~~~\:l~;;n:;u~;.ig
crowned with immortellcs.
much gold; this stuff runs 45 per cent. safe cure, of which ( had heal'd marvelous reIn his case the result was simply marAnd J,1ck's room, forlorn in its tidi- gold, and iL's too heavy to work: as I'd s:,lts.
velous, a3 tbe attack was a severe one, and
development very grave, for an analysis
ness; yes, yes, a funeral wreath in his 1ike it.
1~~.cent. of atb:imen and granular
room, clear, loving little Jack.
Senutor Fair led the way to a room in
5
.Mrs. Jcwett's
first
impulse
v,•as a brick building
adjacent,
where two
•·The action_of the medicine Wll.il singular
and mcompreneusible to me. I had never
to
disal'range
everything;
the great caldrous were boiling and bubbling.
seen anythmg like it. 'l'hepatient recovere:i
promptlv,_ and_is to-day a well and healthy
quiet
and
palling
neatness
were "There's ha:f a million in each of those,"
ruan_. This st1111ulatedmy inquiry into tbe
go:icling
her
to
madness ; said Mr. F11ir. "Johnny, clear this iron merits _of tho remedy, and after analysis I
even kitty had descrtc.d the sunless
table, and get me two blocks of ice.''
tfo b~i! ~~~~;!a~f{1~~~:st~~~t:;r,
childless house, but the children-oh'
The ice was brought, and the block~
"C3:~tingt:side all professional prejudi;e, I
the children ! The mother felt as if he~ were plnced a foot npart on the iron
f~;:,~y ~atii~;us1~;;1aG~ t:st~n:i3fo ahne~l~~
brain were afil'e, and her heart was bed. When all wrui chilled Mr. Fair !JO.matter by what medicine. I pres,·ribed
a isre~t val'iety of cases, A"ute, Chronk,
bursting with its pent grief; she could said:
"Give me a 50-ounce ladle." The it
Bnght s D1seas3, <'o:ige3tion of the Kidneys
not end.ire it another moment-anci
she latter was dipp.ed into one of the calawoke.
drons and came up with a pint of whit.e, ~!~:~~tdoA ;!:el11~c~!;t :n~u~~-,~very in:
"For this reason I deem it my duty to give
Thank God I She was sitting directly
molten fluid.
'·Now, watch," said llfr.
0
~~l~~e of i!r~h:~-ss~f~ 11~~;/·egt~~1k! tt~~
in the rare, sweet sunlight which God I Fair.
He held it up as high as his arms stateme~t ov_fa·,ts I am prepared to produce
I appeal to physicians of
made to come in, not to be shut out of would reach, and dropped it on the cold and s~b,tant1ate
large ~ract1~e who kno,v how common a □ cl
our homes.
In the gnrden she heard slab between the cakes of ice. He do_ceptive d1sease3of the kidneys are, to Jay
the sweet, d{'ligh tsomc voices of her dropped it in splatches of little more as,c)e profe;s10nal prejudice, give their
patients Warner's safe cure, restore them to
c,:ilclren-the
blcs5ed little children.
than a tablespoonful
each. The effect
their gratitudo, and thus
Kitty, with fluttering little paws, was was marvellous.
As the liqmcl silvernod
"I am satisl:ed that mor0 than one-ha!! or
clu ching with unchtckcd
glee at the gold fell its weight scattered it into ten the death_, which oi:~ur in England are
~-1!-used,
pr1mar1ly, by 1mpairnd action of the
tassels of the muslin curtain, and she tho .sand
conceivable
shapes
and t1dneys,
and t~e con,e1uent retention in the
noticed with a sigh of relief that the the cold chill so suddenly applied con- l ,lood of tbe poisonous uric and kidney acid.
mahogany bureau, with its burnished
gealcd it into a huudred thousand incon- 1Varner's ~fe cure causes the kidneys to ex·
pd this po,so_u.ch.,cks the escape of albumen
surfacc, had been pawed with fresh fin• ceivable shapes in an instant.
There reileves th~ mflammation and prevents
gel' marks.
were splatters and splashes and all sorts ness from 1mpa1red and impoverished blood.
Ha:'1ng had rnore than_ sevunteen years' ex:Mrs. Jewett arose slowly, Jocked the of things.
Where a single drop of water
1
0
I h~1.;~ib~;!
door, then knelt down; after awhile she woulil fall it would expand to either a r:C{~~;;~~t~r.f)"~{~:
to give mor-, re!Ie-fand e;l:ect more cures by
went forth, a new quiet in her heart
a coach wheel or a cobweb as the freak by the w•e of Warner·s safe cur, than by all
new smile on her face.
'
would take it. If Mr. F,,ir dropped a tile _othermedicines asce; t1inable to the pro•
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In the dining--room
she raised the
curtains,
so that the sunlight danced
gaily through the room.
Jennie came in with a torn apron, and
was greeted with a smile of welcomerent and all.
W1i11c had been
using paste in
the
dining-room,
and had daubed
the
cloth,
door-knob
and
his
blome, but mamma patiently showed
him how to clean the spots awny, and
Willie promised with great sincerity to
be more ~areful another time.
.
The children had a gloriously hnppy
day. At night, when they were all
asleep, their mother went from room to
room, gaz;ng with pure thankfulness at
each darling little sleeper, so dear-ah,
so dear l She sighed, then smiled ut the
little porcelain vase in "Willie's room,
filled with sweet, wild flowers of his own
plucking.
Then she went to her own room, and
tearfully told
"father"
her terrible
drcRm.
Ile kissrd his wife's fair brow fondly,
and said, soothi□gly:
"Never mind, dear; we're all right
now."
Ancl they were.
The timely warning
was not lost on the mother's heart, for
she never forgot how tcnible
it was
when in dreams she roamed from one
e 1.pty, orderly room to ano:her in quest
of her children, and could not fi ,d them.
And she resolved that she woulil not
wait to place white flowers in their ha □ d
when the p~1fume cou'.d not reach the
dulled sense and then· fading beauty
would only break her h2art;
the children should have the flowers now while
their dear eyes were open to 'behold
them, anJ their hearts still :ilive to all
of earth's comforts and deli;;hts.
And we would that mAny another
wifo ancl mother, who is drilting
into
habits of fretfulness
n□ d nervousness
through undue care for the chil<ll'cn's
bodies rather than their souls "might
dream this lady's dream.,,

spoonful next the cake of ice the;splashes
would rise, catch on to the ice, and
make a perfect little wire forest.
It was
one of the most beautiful
si()'hts
0
the
Wl'iter had ever seen.
"Jr.we\lers and silver smiths," saict
Mr. Fair, get a good many of their iclcas
from just such 1diosyncracics of silver
bullion.
I have held it up before now,
dropped it, and seen come out the
o,lilest ntl most surprising forms. Lon
I llami;ton, • Jones' brother-in-law, has
\ comp.etc coach and f_uur and hounds behrnd-the_
result of Jnst one splatch on
n cake of ice down at the Belcher.
Odd
things
in
silveri
Ob,
the
i;ilver
smiths arc more perfect than we are, but
1'11 bet I can hold this ladle up, drop the
whole of it on that cold slab, and you
will see a variety of forms, dcvi~es and
grotcsqueries such as you never dreamed
of. Johnny, give me a fresh ladle. Now
stand away. Here she goes l" and a pint
of molten silver went out on the caul-

~~s:~~:·

To,T11t'd Health,

manner in which it is taken.

lrroJu!ar,

in~er-

rupted doses can afford no fair test ot the effl.cacy of any medicine, h0wever salutary,
'l'akeit in proper doses at prescribro inlervals,
a reliable curative will effect the ob;eci of its
~~~ P1;~~fs~!:f1~e~~~i, '~~~c:.;,;J!1ef:J:~~~
and lastini; cures. and prevent&the recurrence
or periodic disease, Hostetter,'s titomach Bitters ranks specially hi~h. In cases ot' d) apepi{~~/~:~~l~in~~f ~t~f~•om~r ki~~l~y!';.~
b'aider. constipation, and other oi:ganic main,.
,:ies, it is a tried remedy, t<>which the medical
brolherhood have Jent their proressioal sanetion, a.nd which, as a tonic, a..terative and.
household specific for disorders of the stomach. liver aad bowel~, has an unboundeil
!)opularit:r. ______
_
This modern Crrems, says a foreign
publication,
is neither a Jew nor an
American-a
fact which will surprise a
good many people.
He is not even a
banker!
According
to undoubted
statistics now before us the wealthiest
mortal of modern times is a German
Prince, the Prince of Lichtenstein,
the
proprietor of immense estates in Germany, Davaria, Austria. and Switzerland.
It has been calculated that if all
bis ~ealth were reduced to copper coinage 1t would take lour locomotive engines of sixty tons to remove it.
''No Physic!,
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Sir, jn Mine!"

A good stary com~• from " boi s' boaTdinc
school in "Jersey.''
rl,he diet wRs nio.notonous

and constipating, and the learned P1i.nctpal
cleoided to mtroduco some o'd-style physic in.
the applc-sance, ancl await the hai,py rc-sulta..
One brigltt Ind, the smartest in sc1wol,discov1
1~~st":~
t~! 5;1~\~'.
~~d:~~gt1!':~-~
physic, sir', in mine. My clad told me to use
~~j
~~-~c;~1;:113;;1~ntrir1vi:!v:
ch..rm!" 'l'hey ..re a11ti-~ilioUB,and purely
ve:.etable.

E~:1
~;i,~d
p~freit'~:.
rt;f

ia~P,:h\~Jfil,~~uo ot Ma,sachusetts
How

\Vomen

property

\'Vould Vot.,.

Wero women allowed to vote, every one in,
the land who has used
Dr. Fierc8·s ..Favor:te
1
fe~;,se~?}~~-n;~;'~r.
!a:~ste~!c\tl:/fo'1h~~i~l:1:
By drugi;i,ts.
· T_here are but two gun foundries In the
~tnh!~'!its~~;'i';;n~ne at Westpoint and the
HHelloI1' we heard. one man say to another,,
tbe other day. "I didn't know you at first.
why! you look ten years yonuger than ) ou diJ:
when I saw you last." "l feel ten yea~
youn· er," was the reply. •·You know I used tO'
be under the weat«er all 1hc time, and gave nit
oxpec m,: to be any better. The do, tor said l,
h:td consumpt.ion. I was terribly weak, had<
night-sweats,
cough, no appet te, and Jost
tle~l1. I saw Dr. Pierce's 'Golden Me<ica~
Discovery' advertised, and thought it would
do no harm if it did no good. It hes cured me.
lam a new

n1~n

beC$\.n ►'P.

T ~ Ol a w~ll one.''

All modern hi hexplosives arenowaho9'
i~~it~_s,dly exp oded by tile a.gency of elecA Gbost

ls amyth, but30lid reality will be known by
those who writ,e to Hallett & Co., PJrtland,
Mame, thereby learniug, free, alont work that
the_ycan do and live at ho,nP. "hetever they
~.~~~~·daiit/rs~~~fh~~.:11~n~~ ~e:'iMri
a day. Capital net neede<!. Hall~t & Co'will
start yo11. All is new·. Delay not. Pay abai>lntdy sure from start. Wealth awaits every
..,orker. Both sexes. .A.llages.
Tho farmers,

in their swamps, we're sure.

find the roots and plants that
~~i:If byCould
their knowledgo they only knew
For just tile disease each one (:rew·,
Take co_urnge n_owand hSwa.mp-Root

~~i~~t:r

11

cure;

try-

(for kidney, liver o,nd bladder complaints),
.AJ3on this remedy you can rely.

n~~\·;~~c;;~~~l~:i:~~c~h;ir
y
te;)~n•t that a sti-aightforward, manly.let-

;,Indeed it is."
"·Well, b?t do you know the author has
be~n dread,ully persecutej for writing It?"
,.How w! What has he done to merit it1"
Do~el H~ h_asspoken the truth 'out of !~~~i:ftyee~,wv~ttle1r~,0Drreuel;,sstusssceD!lr~Tt~-,~-ca1c,eT,!1boomttPe·
schoal. ~nd h1s_fellowphyslc:ans, who want
"
--" =
;I,
the _publ'.cto thmk they have a monorioly in
ELY'~
cnrmg diseases, are ten·ibly anary with ·him
~~::~~,d~;'~~e~~ofessioual inability to reach
"That letter cre,ited n wonilerfnl sensation
i:moug the titled classes and the public. '!'bi,
J~ri ed tbe doctors t~rribly. The CoJleo-eof We have neve,· hanlc;ur~eons and Queen's College, J'rom ,;hich died a calarrhrem~n,~;1!~:ti~nh:r h~s ~1~ap~-~~::~~1~!fe~o!d'~~fedy that has fa.
and )lOtified him that un'e;s he made a re'. creased so rapidly
tract10n they would discipline him.
in sales a~ Ely's
. ··The doct?r replied that he alkwed his pa- Cream Balm, or
t1euts t() n:airn use or Warner's safe cure only
aftar all the re:;u!ar methods had failed
that has given such
an~ _whenhe was rntisfied that there was n~ universal sat-isfac·
po351ble h_or.:efor them. Upon their recovery
tion. -C. N. Gritalter havmg nsed \Va1ner'ssafe cure, hewal
so mu h surprised that he wrote the above tenton, 115 Fulton
J...
letter to the Ff!,mil.1 Do ·tor. He re,retted
St., NP-w Ym·lc Oit11:~ ,_
mFEVER
~bat the Jacult1es fou □ d fault with his' action
A particle Ls "PcPlled Into each nos'rl' and lo R ree-:
~I:'thr mat'.er, but he could not C'Onscien- t~J~1t;;,~f;;.,
PiL~eJ~;-,.~~~~~li~.;,,.~•,,~~'.it'!~"o.
i~~
1,~~~,-·ly·1rbetorc~tntr.the
facts as written to the
Merrill'c
Holder,
Ji
"The faeul!ie, ot both college3 replied tbat
unl_esshe retra:·ted they should cut him off
wo1ch wou\~ _natur~llv debar him fron{
a1am pr~c,,~ii,g_ liis prof,ssio>t, aud also
rh=-R~;:ti.5:i~i;:,ng another appointment in
dron.
Ten thousand shapes and ill shapes,
1 he illustrious doctor's dilemma is certain•
anu ten other thousand forms were there. Iv an u_nplca~antone, emohasizino- as it doe·
There were forests :rnd streams, and both ln_sown honesty and the c~'ntemptibl~
birds and reptiles, and rocks and moun- pre.1ud1~eand higotry of Eno-lish medkal
ine-n. The masses, ho·wever ha°'vinO' no sym
t alils.
•
T o have pickecl out all would 1•atby with their uonsense keep on°usina th~
remedy ~e so highly rec'ommends ~ud ·et
have been a ·we •k's task.
well, whil~ l_he rich and able depend u gon
P
"Chuck it back into the pan,"
said lhe preJud1ced doctors and rliel
.Ml'. Fail'. "Give me another ladle. Now
Why They Love:! the Dog,
watch this,
Miss de Crashville-"He
isn't
nn
Down it went on the colcl slab. There
Adonis, but you know he saved papa's
were elephant~ and girufies, and lions
life once, and we think the world of
and dogs, and African bungalows,
and him."
on one splatch a marching
rci:riment
Mr. de Topp,-"Wby,
yes, you must.
could have been macle by but a triflinn- Wlrnt were the circumstances Y"
stretch of the im 1gination.-[Chicag~
"l:Iiss de Crnshvillc-"Well,
you see
one of our ncighborg threatcnetl to shoot
HcralLl.

CREAM

0

J)ct.ectin;; Criminals J.Jythe Ear.
papa if he didn t keep Clawed out of
The President
of the llerlin police his ynrd."
calb attention to the advantarrcs accru''l\lr. de Topp (interestedly)--''Yes
?"
ing to polic~ authorities cve1/wherc
by
Miss de Crash vii!~ -•·Yes,
and papa
taking profile photographs
of criminals 'tied him up nfter tlrn,. "-.-1'id-Bits.
•
which will distinct.ly show tho left car.
He says that while the fca•ures of the
face chnnge in the cour,e of time, the
ear retains its shape forever,
and furthcrmore,
there nre no two per,ons
whose cars arc identically formed.

No Alternative,

"My dear," he whispered softly, ns
they seated themsolves on the toborrc,an
"if,
on the way down, I
sh:u1ci
ask you to be my wife, what would you
'\'Yaniell Him to Wait a Yl·Ur.
say1''
''See here, P.irker,
you lu1vn't con'·What would you <lo if I should regratulated
me on my nrnrriagc.
Six
fusd" slrn whispe1c l back.
months have gone by.,,
Subscrib,
rs.
"CountFor
thatDelinquent
d.ty lost, whoso
low descendii,g
"I shou Id have to let you slide,'' he
c mmg-room to parlor.
'Ihc iu.variablc
"Arc you in a l1urry :bat I should
sun,
simply said.-[l3,1z:1r.
Ndcr was oppressive.
''\\'ell, not particulariy."
See-;from thy hand nonotleaction done."
'X~ 0P_in~ in Pi~o•s f;nrc for consum ,tto
The curtains were rolled with exact
"Then \\·ait a year.
By that Lime And thi,, the nohl&t uction one can do,
Ciucs "ilcro ot.Llc1·i-c1.ucuics !ail, 2:;ccnls. n..
evenness; not the finest liue of sunlight ! :you'll want me to conclole with you."-;
!s puyiog your rul.lScription when 't-isdue.
Goodall's 8-im.
0

r

of Pro:treH

Even when a gool remedy for disease is 1!4lJected, depends in some mea,inre upon ttte

FOR 'fHE FAUM ANV
Managentent

of' Freah

non.
Cows.

The management of a fresh cow should
begin at least two months before calving. At this time the cow should stop
milking or be dric:i of! gradu ..lly. No
grain food should be given, but hny or
good corn fodder only. It is well to
kave the cow separated from the herd a
week before she calves, and a quiet,
comfortable, roomy pen should be provided esp:-cially for such cows. Her 1•
she should be watched carefully, and
when the calf appcara it should be taken
from the cow before it has sucked her.
This is an important point, in a dairy,
and saves much trouble,
The cow
should have a mess of warm bran slops,
with a handful of salt in it, and should
be left six honrs in quiet. She should
then be milked and the milk given to
the calf, which sbou:d be taught to drink
by the use of the ffoger until it will
drink rcauily without it. The cow
should be kept in the pen until the
milk is fit fo1·use, when she may go
back to her pince with the rest of the
herd. The calf is kept out of sight and
hearir g of the cow until there is no
risk of worrying over it.-Neui
Yori;
Times.
tJse the Jfnr1·ow
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More,

Althou~h the use of the smoothing harrow has been generally introduced only
very lately it has proved wherever used so
extremely satisfactory as a weed killer
that iL's ,urprismg that all who know of
it do not use it. It is found thnt there
is no implement on the farm which is
really such a labor saver in getting rid
of weeds or grass as a smoothing harrow. The abundant and proper use of
it indeed may be fairly said to obviate
the necessity of hoeing almost altogether.
As hoeing is at once the sbwest an LI most
la')orious work on the farm, the discovery
of this use of the harrow is one of the
greatest made in the me of improved tools. But in doing this work,
it must be borne in mind that it must
be done at the right time. In order to
disc!'irninate properly as to that time,
we me the words of T. B. Berry. He
<;ays:
Oae reason why some men do not
~ucceed in keeping· theit· corn and potato crorr, clean by hanowing with a
smoothing harrow when the plants are
small and before they arc up is because they do not do the WO!k at
the right time,
I have
eighteen
acres of potatoes that are ulmost perfectly
clean; but a hoc has not been usod in
the field. There is no earthly need of
breaking our bucks hoeing any more
when we can stand up like men and kill
weeds at the r.1tc of two acres an hour
if we only do the harrowing jnst at the
right time. Before the weeds appear
above ground the slightest moviug will
destroy them, they are so tcn,lcr; but
let them get well started and the harrow wil kill a part and hoe the rest
nicely, so that they will grow as fast as
potatoes.
Then the wecus will rob the
crop largely, or lots of hand-work will
have to Ile done. I used to pay out
about $50 a year for hand-hoeing my
potatoes, aud then they were not a
clean as they are now. I keep the $50
in my p:1cket by harrowing and cuttivating at ju,t the right time.

things being equal, the strength, beauty
and perfection of the berry is diminished in proportion as free sand exists in
the soil; not that any of our good land
is without sand, but we use the term
free sand where it readily separates and
can be seen in the little branches and
little gullies. By far tho larger proportion of all our Southern lands has a liberal amount of free sand in them; whether
we take the rich alluvials in the great
delta, or the very light, porous, thinner pine lands near the Gulf, or the
higher and better grades of the piny sections, this is true, It is also true of the
rich "cane hills" or "bluff formations,"
and nearly all of the high, rolling lands.
Besides the above, we have the heavy,
waxy hmc lands, and the close, compact,
retentive table lands. While on those
waxy lime lands some of the varieties
under skilful and high culture are very
fine, the happy medium between the
light sandy loams on the one hand, and
heavy lime on the other, where all the
fiuer qualities of the berry are brought
to their greatest perfection, is on these
close, compact, retentive lands, such as
we find in central Missi&sippL
Farn1

And

Garden

Silos constructed
growing in favor
farmers.

Notes.

from wood are
amQng Wisconsin

Some dairymen save the last foutth of
the milk from the cow in a separate vessel, and pour it directly into a cream
j:ir.
There never was a t:me when so many
minds were at work or so mi.ny efforts
made in various directions to advance
the practice and science of agriculture.
Try crude petroleum, which will cost
about ten cents a gallon, as a wood prescrvatiTC. Applied to fences and wood
that rests on the ground, it will add
years to the wear.
An excellent mode of utilizing any
spare time of winter is to clean up and
burn up all dried grass and weeds.
Trimming the trees nnd vines may be
done any time between now and spring.
An excellent method of utilizmg the
hay see:l and dust is to place it where
the hens can scratch it over. They will
find quite :in amount of valuable material
which would be useless for any other
purpose.
Household

Jllnts.

Always put a little soua in milk that
is to be boiled, as an acid is formed by
boiling.
Brasses on furniture m::iy be cleaned
wiLh powdered whiting or rotten stone,
mixed with sweet oil and applied on
ch:imois skin.
Steel knives which are not in general
use may be kept from rusting if they
are clipped in a strong solution of soda,
one part water to four of socla; then
wipe dry, roll in flannel, and keep in
a dry place.
S.!ver becoming black may be avoided
by keeping that which is not olten
used in canton flannel bags, with small
b,igs about the size of a thimble filled
with bitll of gum,camphor packed iv
arouu 1 the articles.
Insec s may be destroyed with hot
alum. Put it in hot water, and let it
boil until the alum is dissolved. Apply
hot, with a brush, and all creeping
things are instantly destroyed without
A Cla.y Lon.111. fol" Be1·ries.
danger to human life or injury to
Dr. H. McKay, of :Uissi;sippi, says in pr;)perty.
the New York World: It is true of the
lkclp.,s.
strawberry as of other things that it has
BAKEDAPPLE BuT'rim. Cook apples
its favored loca:ities, where it atbins
its greatest perfection and gives its most thoroughly, strain throug:.t a colander,
astonishing results. A few growers fully sweeten to ta5te, pince in an earthern
underst:md this fact, but many, ap- ::rock or j,ir, aud put ia the oven and
parently intcl:igent, seem not to under- bairn several hours, stirring occasionally;
,.
stand how great these differences really add spices when done.
BEETS.-Clean
and' wash well and
are, and are disappointed when they fail
to do as well as others. Too little has
been said by m·my writers on the strawberry about the soils best suited to the
health and growth of the p'.ant, and th~
perfcr.tion and beauty of the fruit.
The
wonderful case and facility with which
the berry adapts itself to diff.:rent soils
and latitucles, coupled with the fact
that even in an imperfect condition it i$
satisfactory in appearance and taste to
most persons, may in part be the cause
of tnis oversight.
We do. not agree
with the generally rcccivcJ opinion, as
taught by many writers, that a sanily
loam gives either the largest yield or
finest fruit. Pos~ibly in the norlh and
west such may be true, but in the south
our largest yields and finest berries aru
obtained from a clay loam.
'While it is true that berries grown on
a san<ly loam are often as lar«c and
apparent'.y as firm uncl well col~rccl as
on a clay loam, it is equally true that
they are defir.:cnt in that
solidity,
strength of color and general m~ke-up
that the same varieties pm-sess grown on
the c'.ay loam.
All the facts, so far as
we have been able to gather them, point
to the 2:cneral conclusion that, all other

LA.DIES' DEPA.RTMENT~
A Wotnan's

Mouth.

Singular to what varied use a woman
puts her mouth to. While arranging her
toilet it is made the repository for hairpins. In shopping expeditions it is
frequently used to hold coin while
making change. In sewing it serves as
a pin-cushion, thread-cutter,
and the
momentary receptacle for hooks and
eyes, buttons, and a score or mo,re of
other things nameless to man. There
arc other uses, too, when she is irritated.
The

Italian

WotnAn,

Italian women, even in towns and in
good circumstances work harder than
,my other women. Not a stitch is done
in the house that they do not do. They
spin and make their own linen, rear their
own silkworms, knit their own stockings
and the stockings for tho whole family,
make their own dresses, huts, bonnets
and cloaks, and superintend all the
baking, cooking and cleaning of the
house, if they do not positivelv do it
themselves. They iarely go out except
on Sundays and holidays, and rarely receive visitors unless in the highest society, where one day a week is set aside
for receiving. They are perfect slaves
to their husbands, whose comforts they
~tudy from morning until night.
Bonny brides, even in high society,
still maintain the custom of maldng their
own wcddin~ outfits. A young friend
of mine, who has just married, has
brought her husband four dozen of every
article of body and houso linen, all
made and embroidered with her own
hands, even the lace which trims the
house liuen being her own work. All
the stockings, also, were knitted by herself.
The Unlucky

Opal.

As evidence of the return of opals to
favor, the lists of wedding presents published in the London Oourt Journal
now contain a liberal allowance of these
beautiful stones mingled with diamonds.
If fashion ordains the wearing of this
trickv gem, the ban must be of!, and we
shall hear no more of the ill-!uck it
brings the possessor.
I always thought
it pure nonsense to associate misfortune
with it until the purchaser of a lurid
stone, purchased in Florence, told me
she never saw a happy day after it came
into her possession.
Ev-erything went
contrary with her.
It was a veritable
chapter of accidents from tha!; time
until she determined to part with the
jewel.
It may have been the natural
courac of tbmgs, but, after it was put
away in the safe with other valuables,
her sky brightened and life once more
became serene and peaceful.
I have
begged this wicked opal should be
restored to the public gaze, and that it
shall have another chance to redeem its
very ]?ad reputatio:i.
If it cuts up
again, thou all is lost.
But we shall
wait and sec.-BostM Herald.
A Rem.arkn.ble

Weddin;r.

A very pretty incident was associated
with the early history of New London,
and may properly be brought in here.
It was related by Governor Winthrop
himself in 1072 in testifying conccming
the boundaries in one of tho suits with
its neighbors, which the litigious and
ambitious town was constantly maintaining. In 1645-47 Jonathan Rudd, a Saybrook colonist, was very desirous to
marry his uffianced bride. All had been
prepared for the ceremony, but a heavy
snow storm prevented the minister en
gaged from coming. In this extremity
ho applied to Winthrop.
The latter,
while cager to aid the lovers, was not
legally empowered to officiate in Connccticut jurisdiction, holding, as he did,
his authority from Massachusetts.
He
solv-cd the difficulty by proposing that
the bridal company come to "Bride
Brook," then called "Sunkipaug," two
miles west of Niantic Bay, and the limit
of the plantation.
The proposition was
accepted; and, besides the ice-covered
brook, with the crisp snow cracking beneath their feet, and the bare branches
of the trees intercepting none of the
feeble rays of the winter sun, was performed a marriage rite unparalleled in
romance, and yet vouched for in history.
-New Er.gland Magazine.

boil till very tender; when cool peel and
slice, melt some butter in a stewpan and
$pdnklc with salt and pepper; add a little butter and fl.our rubbed together
and cne pint of vinegar;
simmer
twenty minutes, then !)Our over the
beets.
VANILLAJUMBLES.-One cup of but tcr and two c,f sugar creamed together.
one cup of milk, nn even teaspoonful of
soda and two of cream of tartar, four
eggs; beat ;,,II well together;
two teaspoonfuls of vanilla and six: cups of
CRts No,v the Rage,
flour; mix well, roll out, not too thin,
In the fashionable dom~stic circle cats
sprinkle sugar on, and roll a little. Cut are supplantbg the dogs that have been
any shape you please; bake in a mod- pets for so long. • CJ.ts of fine breed and
ernte oven.
beauty of appearance are now in uemand.
POTATOcoUP.-A quarter of a pound Angora pussies of aristocmtic mien and
of hutter, three large onions, peeletl and very nice tortoise-shell tabbies arc bringsliced small; stew in a stew pan until ing fancy prices. The objection made
brown; stir frequently.
When ready, against feline pets by the beau mondc
have peeled three or four dozen of for so long a time-that
they cannot be
medium size potatoes, and slice them in- taken out and clisplayecl on the promcto the stew prn with onions and butter; natlc-'rns no longer any weight, for it
pour sufficient boiling water. over for does not n_rpear t_obe the pr?per caper
the amount of soup desired; let them to appear m public accomp rn1cd by any
boil for two hour3, and then strain. pct animal. The sight of grand t1amcs
through a sieve int/) the soup tureen; [ draggiug their pugs and greyhounds by
season with salt and pepper.
dbhon harness into Lho clrvrroocls stores.

!

and of pretty women hugging shaggy
poodles in luxuriously-upholstered
carriages, is as rare to-day as it was once
common. The little brass ci1clet with
its myriad of silver bells that formerly
~hone resplendent on Bijou, the pet pug's
neck, now encircles the soft, velvety
throat of Beauty, the pet feline of the
house; and the soft, downy cushion
whereon Bijou formerly reclined and
took his matilulinal
nap has a new
owner and occupant in the purring, mewing B~auty. A13every dog has his day,
so every cat has her night, and when it
comes she will be relegated to the shadowy precincts of the kitchen or the
stable, as the dog has been, to make
way for some other favored beast or bird
upon which fashion may put the stamp
of approval. It is not too much to expect that in time elephants, and possibly
whales, may succeed to the places in the
affection of the ultra-fashionables once
held sacred to the dog and now given
up to the cat.-Mail and Expre88.
Fnshlon

J\'ote«.

Yoke-neck frofks are in vogue.
Ermine is again in use for children's
wear.
Long velvet wraps are taking the
place of seal and plush.
Red Astrakhan cloth makes stylish
jackets for young girls.
Dog collars of cut ruby are worn with
dark red house co,tumcs.
A jet belt is a pretty novelty, which is
much liked by young ladies.
There is an effort to revive fl.ounco
garnitures for party dresses.
The favorite sash ribbons are made of
moire, having fan picot edges.
Many strin~s of fine pearls around the
neck are revived fer evening toilet.
Very few wraps arc of medium longth.
Very short or very long is the rule.
Babies' long frocks roust measure
forty-two inches from the neck to the
~~

Round yokes and long sleeves are the
arbitrary rule for babies' frocks on all
occasions.
Evening coiffures are ornamented with
pompous of feathers, flowers, and beads,
lace and ribbon.
Fancy mu/Is matching the bonnet are
sold with it and are worn again by
leaders of fashion.
Leg of-mutton
sleeve3 and sleeves
with the Marguerite puff. at the elbow
am seen on dressy indoor frocks.
Whatever the changes in fashions of
fans, painting always plays an important
part in their decoration.
Crape aud crepe lis.,e fans, bordered
with lace and spangled with silver aad
gold, are very pretty and effective.
Cloak pc!isscs with short-waisted
bodies and full, rather long skirts, are
the correct wrap for small boys as well
as little girls.
Ermine-capes, collars, muffs, and caps
are worn by httle girls on dark red, golden brown ancl sapphire blue woolen
coats or paletots.
Dra,vn work, hem,titcbing, brier and
feather stitching, cmbroiclery, lace, and
tucks adorn the long pretty dresses of
the baby of the present.
The newest cloaks for little girl~ have
waists reaching only to the armpits,
more like a deep yoke \han a wabt and
skirts falling to the ankles.
Palctots, or coats for little girls look
stylish with a hood of the material hanging down the back, richly lined, and a
waistcoat to match in the front.
The turban hat has come to stay,
evidently, and lest we tire of it, it is in
all sorts of fancies, becoming to many
and very unbecoming to others.
The prettiest of all tho novelties in
jewelry arc the ~trings of gold beads,
which are again to the fore. A string of
gold beads wa~, in early colonial times,
a part of the regulation dowry of a bride
in New England.
Bead net tablicrs, panels and plastroos, cp:mlettes, and when the drc.,s
demands them, collar3 an .l cuff3, retain
their ho,d 011fas'tioaablc favor, and are
made in hnncl.rnmer design3 and finer
finish from season to season.
Spontaneous <:omhustion or Woo1l.
Ji!r. Braid wood superintendent of the
Lonrlon fire engine cstnb!ishment, stated
before 3 commiltec of the House or Lords
thnt by long exposure to heat not much
exceeding that of boiling w:iter, timber is
broucrht iato such a condition that somethiu; like spontaneous combustion takes
place, and that it may take eight ycar,3
for the heat from pipes cburgcd with or
med to convey steam, hot water, or
hc:1tcd air, laid among tlrn joists of a
f1,1or,or in the heart of a pnrtition, or
elsewhere in a building, incasccl in timber, to imlucc tho con:lition uecc,;sury
to the actual i::nition of timber.

CLIPPINGS FOR THE CURIOUS.
The largest com-sheller in the world
is in use at L~avenworth.
It was iuvented by a Kansas citizen.
Recent observations
suggests that
perfumes and odors of flowers operate
powerfully in preventing lung diseases.
A man at Astor, Ill., has painted the
backs of all his chickens a bright red, so
that he may reclaim them if they go
astray.
The largest tree in California is iu
Tulare County, and is 450 feet high,
ancl the trunk 138 feet in circumference.
It is called "The Father of the Forest."
John Milton (1008-74), was the' greatest poet of modern times. His two
greatest poems, "Paradise Lost" an 1
'·Paradise· Rcgninei,"
were written in
poverty and blindness.
When the President of the United
States proclaimed war against Great
Britain on July 19, 1812, the navy of the
United States consisted of only twenty
vessels, exclusive of gunboats.
The Invincible Armada fitted out by
Spain in 1858 agaiost England was the
most formidable fleet ever seen up to that
time. This armament consisted of 120
ships, 3,000 cannon and 20,000 men,
with 34,000 additional land forces.
.A.very useful crow in the S:mth serves
his master in the place of a cat and dog.
Not a frog is allowed to hve on the
premises; no mouse has a chwee of life
He drives away hawks from the poultry
yard, and hunts squirrels with great
skill, and invariably keeps fiv"-Qr six
days' rations hidden away.
A parti-colored baby is reported to
have been recently at Abertleen, Miss.
Its father is a very black neg!":l'1 its
mother a light mulatto.
Half the child's
body is black, the other half is nearly
white; the hair on one side of its head is
kinky, on the other light and straight,
while one eye is black and th"' Qther
hl~
James Hoag of Cedar Springs, ~fich.,
ii, probably the smallest man of his age
living. He is 45 inches in heighth,
weighs 70 pounus, and is 72 ycar3 old..
In 1850 he became acquainted with
Tom Thumb at New York. Then Tom
was heavier than Hoag, although the
latter was the taller. Hoag is now quite
portly. He has refused several offers
to join museums and traveling
exhibi
tions, and makes considerable money by
braiding-· whip lashes.
llcalth and Ha11piness.
A man's happiness depends on his
health.
"Ileallh," said Somonides, "is
best for mortal man; next, beauty;
thirdly, well gotten wealth; fourthly,
the pleasures of youth among friends.,.
Empedoclcs, we ure told, was worshiped
as a god by th~ people of Seliuus for
having delivered them from pestilence
_bydraining a marsh; and a coin is said to
have been struck iu his honor, represent•
ing the philosopher in the net of staying
t!;e hand of Phce\ms.
Fllw, however,
perhaps realize how much it is under our
own control. We all know that we can
make ourselves ill, aad we can also do
much to keep ourselves well. A wellknown proverb tells us that at 40 every
one is either a fool or a physician.
Unfortunately, however, many persons are
invalids at 40, as well ns physicians.
Yet the reqmsites of health arc plain
enough; rc_,;ular habits, daily exerci~es,
personal cleanliness, simple diet, and
moderation in eating, as well as in
drinking, will keep most people well.
Dy~pepsia, for instance, from which s.o
many suffer, is in nine cases out of ten a
person's own fault; it is strong evidence
of too little exercise and too much food.
-[Sir John Lubboc!(.

A. Mirage in Dakota.
The Bismarck D,ikotu Trilmnd thus
de!icribes a mirage seen nenr that town
recently:
"As the fog rose gradually
from the water a strange and fascinating
vision appeared.
At first the river uppcarccl to be in convex shape, its centre
rising high above the banks, but as the
mist uscenued the stream widened, until
it presented the appearance of a vast
motionless lake. The buttes on the
opposite siuc of the river seemod many
miles away, nnd the numerous specks of
foam and floating leaves were magnified
into ships and craft of novel shapes.
This scene remaiucd for over thirty
minutes.
A Hazarlloas Undertaking.
Life insurance ngcnt (tilling out applicatiou)-Your general health is good, is
it not?
A1,plicant-Ncver had a sick day in
my life.
Agent-Um.
You do not contemplate
entering '\l pon any hazardous undertaking, I supposc1
Applicant-1Vcll,
yes, I am afraid
I do.
I am going to iet married 1Ved. nesday.
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WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, Vt.,}

MAINE.
It is reported that

5.

J. Winslow

Jones of

Portland, has married a young heiress in
California, says the Express.
The three Maine brewers turn out to be
a single brewer of some kind of beer in
Brunswick, who i~ now out of the business.
At a special meeting of
County Agricultural
Society
was authorized to raise one
lars by loan to be expended
grand stand and cattle sheds
grounds.

the Franklin
the treasurer
thousand dolin erecting a
on the society

In a public temperance meeting in Lewiston recently, Jordan Rand of Lisbon said:
''Give me six men whom I can pick out of
this audience and I will stop the liquor
traffic in Lewiston."
No doubt he could
do it. The Lewiston
police could do it if
they .vanted to and if the maybr and aldermen wanted them to do it.

The bill in the legislature

for abolishing
the district system was tabled.
The opinion is gaining ground that this is but a
pct scheme of a few in the State that form
a ring and essay to rnn the entire education
of the State at their sweet will. Many
members object, and it will not be adopted
even though the opponents are called "Old
fogies."
The Maine Legislature
complaint
about poor
State, but whenever it
a little gin no legislator
as disapproving
of the
Globe.

is making a great
molasses in that
is accompanied by
has gone on record
qnality.-St.Panl

The citizens of Augusta Monday night
tendered to the executive and legislative
departments
of the government a reception
and grand ball. It was one of the most
brilliant occasions ever witnessed in the
State of Maine.
It was held in Granite
Hall, which was beautifully and gorgeously decorated in the most approved style
of the art. The various color.ed and interchanging lights produced a fascinating and
bewildering effect.

NEW ENGLAND.
Patrick Tierney of Lowell, a milk brakeman, was killed by cars at Carlisle, Mass.,
Saturday morning.
The Cape Cod canal is progressing
favorably.
It is expected coal vessels will
reach Boston by way of Philadelphia three
days earlier after it is completed.
Marten W. McLean, treasurer of the
Telegraphers
Mutual Aid and Literary
Associalfon of Boston, is believed to have
fled, taking with him several hundred dollars belonging to the Association.
Albert L'lighton,
a well known citizen,
died in Portsmouth,
N. H., Sunday, aged
58 years.
The Boston train leaving Fall River via.
Taunton at 6 o'clock Friday night struck
a meat cart driven by John Mackinaw of
that city, killing him and one of the horses
attached to the cart.
At the late
Agricultural
T. Furber of
.of Portland,
were elected
ciety.

Horrible:tallroad.Accident.

meeting of the New England
Society in Boston, Messrs. J.
Boston, Maj. F. E. Boothby
and F. W. Cram of Bangor,
honorary members of the so-

The residence
of Dr. C. M. Dodge,
Manchester, N. H., was badly damaged by
fire Thursday
morning.
Insurance
on
everything, $12,000; loss$12,500.
The car and construction
house of the
Merges Elevated Railroad
Company of
East Cambridge, containing a locomotive
and a car was burned Thursday
night by
a incendiary fire. $Loss, $IO,ooo.
Lydia Foster of Keene, N. H., a widow
aged S4, hanged herself Thursda)
night.
Cause mental derangement.
A dwelling house owned and occupied
by Francis
Gowdy of Melrose, Conn.,
was destroyed
by fire Thursday
night.
Loss, $16,000; insurance, $9()00

TheVerdictUnanimous.

w_.D.

Sult, Druggist,
Bippus, Ind.,
testifies: "l can recommend Electric Bitters
as the very best. Every bottle sold has
g_iven relief in every case. One man took
six bottles. and was cured of Rheumatism
of ro y~ars' standing."
Abraham
Hare,
Druggist,
Bellville, Ohio, affirms: "The
best selling medicine I have ever handled
in my 20 years' experience,
is Electric
Bitters."
Thousands of others have added their testimony,
so that the ve,·dict is
unanimous that Electric Bitters do cure all
diseases of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood.
Only a half dollar a bottle at Reynolds'
Drug Store Canton. Me.
(2)

Legislature
has dea temperance
constito the people.

February
Latest E_,ropean
dispatches
arc of a
The most disastrous and horrifying rail- more peaceful character.
It is credibly
road accident ever chronicled in the his- stated that :\1. Herbertt, the French amtory of the New England States occurred bassador at Berlin, and Count Herbert
this morning at about 2.20 o'clock upon Bismark met Saturday
and exchanged
the Central Vermont railroad at the town peaceful assurances.
of Hartford, about four or five miles disThe Journal Des De bats has a telegram
tant from this place.
from St. Petersburg
saying that Emperor
The Montreal express which left Boston
\Villiam in reply to the message from the
at seven o'clock last evening, arrived at this
Czar, has stated that Germany has no inplace about 12.30 o'clock a. m. II ere it
tention of attacking France and that Prince
connected with the Connecticut River railBismark has sent a similar dispatch to
road from it. At 2.10 o'clock a. m., the
M. de Giers, Russian minister of foreign
Central Vermont started
out from the
affairs ..
Junction for Montreal with the following
train: Engine, baggage, mail, two coaches
Some ic!eaofthe wonderfu; progress now
and the Pullman sleepers-St.
Albans and being made in microscopical
science may
Puritan-making
six cars in all. The St. be formed by the fact, as stated b_v the
Alhans came from ,Springfield, while the President of the British Association lately,
Puritan came from Boston.
The engineer
that results are now attained in this line
of the train was Mr. Charles Pierce of which mathematicians
five years ago deWhite River Junction,
and the conductor
clared to be impossible.
was Mr. Smith C. Sturtevant of St. Albans,
The Supreme Court Thursday
decided
Vt., one of the oldest and best known con- that the bill granting suffrage to women
ductors on the road. The train was about in Washington
Territory is unconstitu29 rods or so from the bridge which cross- tional.
The act was passed by the legises White River, the last car, the Puritan,
lature of 1885, and women have been votstruck a broken rail, left the track and ing in foe Territory ever since.
went bumping along.
As it reached the
Sarah Hall, colored, who died Ja;t week
bridge, which, by the way, is 650 feet long, at Waverly, Md., from old age, is supposed
this last car started off in a diagonal di rec- to have been 1ro years old, and such was
tion over the edge of the structure,
and stated positively by he,· son, Isaiah Hall,
then with a terrific jump it plunged into a white-haired old man.
the darkness over the side, dragging the
Strikes by wage-earners,
now involving
three cars ahead of it over also, and all four some ,ixty thousand men employed in all
struck with violence enough lo shatter branches of commerce, is the grave factor
them to pieces upon the ice of the river in the week's trade situation at New York,
fully fifty feet below. The rest of the train, and business is suffering in every line.
engine, baggage and mail cars kept right Trade and industry elsewhere
have been
along on the track to the other side of the retarded and very great loss has ensued to
bridge, where they came to a stop. lt is merchants
and manufacturers.
This is
impc,ssible to describe the terrible scenes the event of surpassing importance as the
which occurred among the debris of the week closes and the difficulty appears to
four wrecked cars upon the ice below. No increase rather
than decrease, promisword description
could do it justice.
A ing tv imbroil other classes of wage-earnhundred persons, the most of them sleep- ers as it goes along.
ing &oundly in their berths, crushed, mangled andjammed in the broken fragments
Mexico.
of the cars, only realized that an accicent
"Cypher,"
in a late TELEPHONE, says
had happened, and that they must make a
Sewell Goff has taken two loads of supplies
desperate stru 5 gle for life-that
is, those
to the logging camps.
That is true, but
few who survived the first terrible shock,
"Cypher" could not tell the hard part of
for a large number must have been killed
the trip to the camps at that date. Albi01~,
at once. As soon as the first sickening
Mr. G.'s son, hired Lucian Glover's horse
crash was over, the pitiful cries of the
to put side of his to take up to the camps
wounded men and women awoke the echoes
one of the loads. The second morning
of the snow-covered
hills, but there was
after sta1·ting, Mr. Glover's horse was takno response to their frantic appeals for en sick, and third day, died. It was a larg,·
help.
mare seven years old. Albion stayed with
The condition of these unfortunate
heher night and day, with plenty of medicine
ings can be better imagined than described,
and help, but could not :;ave her.
perhaps.
Pinned down by heavy broken
Sewell Goff says but a few of the readers
timbers they fought frantically to escape.
of the TELEPHONE have any idea of what
Darkness enshrouded
them. but suddenly
Messrs. Bearce & \Vil son of Lewiston, are
it was dispelled t>ya feeble flickering light
doing in the logging business at the lake,.
which quickly grew into a strong flame.
They took tweh·e millions or more to cut,
Another horror was to be added to the alhaul and put into the lakes, and Mr. G.
ready horrible scene. The wrecked cars
says it will be more. They now have unwere on fire, and those who were helplessder them twenty-one
camps and crews.
ly imprirnned
in the wreckage knew that
Only part of the night are they in the camps
unless they speedily made their escape
and the rest of the time they are cutting
they would meet with the most horrible of
and hauling spruce, pine and cedar. Their
all deaths.
Fiercely they fought for life,
crews will average from twelve to twenty
and shrieked at the top of their voices for
men each, and as many horses or oxen to
assistance,
but the most of them were
each camp. These logs are landed in 21
doomed to death, for there was no help
different places around the lakes.then they
near.
That was the fateol perhaps 25, or
are boomed across the three large lakes ineven 40, persons.
There was one thing
to the Androscoggin.
Mr. Wilson will
tl-iat the victims of the dire disaster did not
take charge of the Lake drive and Mr.
experience, and that was drowning.
The
Bearce the Androscoggin drive.
It takes
ice of the ·white River was something like
about 25 bbls. of flour a week to feed all of
30 inches in thickness, and, in spite of the
their crews, and other supplies in proporgreat weight which struck it with such
tion. They feed mostly oats to their
force, it remained whole and sustained the
horses for provender.
The above is all
burden.
done on a cash down principle.
Miss Mary Bond holds the meetings
here, and Mrs. John Reed is supervisor of
A Chicago church talks of giving DeWitt
schools
in Roxbury.
Is not this woman
Talmage a call.
rights.
CoR.
Cincinnati will celebrate her one hund1edth birthday, next year.

IN GENERAL.

The i11ter<tate commerce bill has been
signed by the President.

The Harmony mill at Paterson,
N. J.,
burned Saturday; loss $250,000.
Chillis Sargent 86 years old was killed
At a fire in the house of John Seimmerat Tilton, N. H., Monday m0rning by a
man in Chicago, Friday evening,
two
freight train.
His body was shockingly
mangled.
He leaves a widow and three children, aged four and six years, were
suffocated.
children.
The last of the Indians concerned in
Ezra Brooks, a well known colored maa,
of Worcester,
Mass.,
dropped dead on Riel's rebellion in the Northwest were released
from prison, Saturday.
Front street, Monday afternoon.
He was
the tallest man in the city, being 6 feet
and 6 r-8 inches high.
At one time it is
reported he travelled in a dim·e show as a
Zulu chief.
At Concord, N. H., the Cash Clothing
Company has assigned.
The liabilities
are $ro,ooo, assets $8,000.

The Pennsylvania
termined to submit
tutional amendment

The hotel clerk who fled from Memphis,
Tenn., with Fanny Davenport's diamonds,
has been caught, and the diamonds returnsd.
Earthquake
shock~ were felt at Terra
Haute, Ind., at St. Louis and at Louisville,
Ky., and other Illinois towns, Sunday.
No serious damage is reported.
A man has lately been sentenced to
death in England, undei· strange circumstances.
He and a friend took laudanum
together,
intending
to commit suicide.
The friend died and the man who recovered has been tried and sentenced to death.
Europe is breaking down under her own
annor.
In six states last year the armies
cost $500,000,000.
George White, a negro, of Concordia
parish, La., recently
swore 'before the
grand jury that he was the father of 165
children.

Wbcit the Scarch,·1·s luto Science Flnd
f'or tile 1•eople,

The :paper gas and water pipes introduced so ext.ensively i.n Vienna
some time ago, it is claimed are a success.
M. Estrade, of the "French Ecole Polytecbnique, has perfected ~ new locomotive which will haul a train of cars
from seveuty to seventy-eight miles an
hour,
Electroplating with silver upon wood
is now successfnlly performed. the process being adapted to handles of all
kinds, including canes and umbrella
sticks.
According to Wrigbt, many of the
finer grades of transparent soaps do not
contain glycerine or sugar, which it
appears, is as well adapted to transparent soaps as is glycerine.

People who have presence of mind
enough when in danger of drowning to
Jock the bands behind the back, fully
inflate the lungs and close the mouth,
may thus keep themselves afloat for
some time.
Dr. E.G. ,Janeway of New York city,
acting on the suggestwn of a country
practitioner, has g-iven frozen milk to
patients whose stomachs did not tolerate ice-cream, a.nd speaks highly of its
use in fevers.
The Chronique Industrielle gives the
following recipe for a paste that will
remove rust and not scratch the finest
polished surface: Cyanide of potassium, 16 grains; soap, 15 grams; water,
sufficient to make a tllick paste.
It has been shown that the strength
of the lion in the t'ore-limbs is only 69.9
per cent. of that of tlrn tiger, and the
strength of the hind-limbs fi3.9 per cent.
Five men can easily hold down a lion,
but nine men are required to control a
tiger.
The mandoline is now a fashionable
instrument in society. If the chronicles
1re to be trnsted, it was in voguti a
century ago, and Mozart is said to hav~
written the accomp:mimeut of "JJeh
Vieni" for it; bnt o{ late years a pizzicato on the violin does duty for the
mandoline.
From the London papers we learn
that Father Dam en, who has Jong been
known as the Apostli> of the Lepers at
11olokai, has been at last stricken with
the dread disense, and will henceforward relI!ain continually with the
afflicted people with whom he has spent
so much time in pn.st yc>ars.
In a paper btely read bewre a Luudon engineering society it was mentioned as tlie resnlt of many experiments th::it 1,000 reet. of r,as used to prnduce incandescent. clec~ric· lig·hting by
means ofa g-ase11'.!;in,.•
w,rnl.l give twice
as much light as it would if employed
as an illumitutnt in the ordinary way.
An immense quantity of jewelry is
now made from thin layers of gold alloy upon an ingot of brass formed
while it is hot. On the in:;ot cooling
it is forced between steel rollers into a
long, thin ribbon. earl, part ut' which is,
of course, still covl•l'E~d
with the gold
alloy, incalculably thin,bat which wears
for years and c,in he mo11ldPr!into a-nv
shape.
Edison, the electrician, is going to experiment on earth current:.;. He cannot do it at his home in Xew Jersey,
because there is too much mineral in
the soil. In Florida it"is all sand. l[p
says there are currents of electricity
passing all the time through the earth,
but their directions are unknown. A
knowledge of them may revolutioniz<'
telegraphy. It may revolutionize the
the meteorological bureau system and
make it possible to forecast tlie weather
exactly. Telegraph wires sooner or
later will be a thing of the past. They
are expensive and cumbersome, and
Apples,
1.50 l,;:> 3.00
why1lse them if you can make an inBarley,
.60 l,;:> .87
Beans-Pea,
1.80 l,;:> r.90
strument that will be sensitive to the
-Yellow
Eyes,
r.6.5 l,") 2.00
natural earth currents?
-Lima,
2. 15 l,;:> 2.40
It is said that the great glacier of
Beef, per bbl.
6.oo l,") 7.00
Alaska is moving toward the sea at
-Choice
Family,
9.5o :i;, ro.50
l,;:>22,(X)
21.CX)
-Hams,
the rate of a quarter of a mile per
-Tongues,
20.00 l,) 21.00
annum. The front presents a wall of
Butter-lump,
.25 l,;:> .38
ice some 500 feet in thickness, its
-Creamery,
.25 l,;:> -35
breadth varies from three to ten miles
-Dairy,
,22 l,)
.28
Cheese-factory,
and it is 150 miles long. Almost every
.IO½ l,;:> .14
-Sage,
.14 l,;:> .15
quarter of an hour hundreds of tons of
Corn,
.56 l,;:> -57 ice in large blocks fall into the sea,
Coffee-Rio,
.17½ l,;:> .20~
which they agitate in the most violent
-Java,
.24 l;> ·34
Eggs,
manner, the waves being snch as to
.28 V
.32
Flour--extras,
2
3- 5 V 4.75
toss about the largest vessels that ap-St. Louis,
4.75 V 5.00
proach
the glaciers as if they were
-New Process,
5-45 l;> 5.6o
small
boats. 'l'he ice is extremely pure
Hams,
. II
V .II~
and dazzling to the eyP and has tints of
Honey-comb,
.r6
.13 V
-Extracted,
.06
.05 l,)
the lightest blue as well as of the deepHops. '86,
.25 V
.30
est indigo. The top is very rough and
Lard.
.08
- 0 7¼ V
broken, forming small hills and even
Molasses-N.
O.
.32 V
·55
chains
of mountains in miuiaturr1.
Oats,
·H 1,) .48
Pork, bhl.
13.50 ly 16.00
In the tropics the finest orchids are
-Salt
Pork. per lb.
.07 l,'
.07½ often found in the tops of tile highPotatoes, bbl.
r .75 l,' 2.00
Sugar.
.o6 l,'
.06½ est trees, at such an eleYation that
Tea-Oolong,
they can only be reaclwd by cutting
.20 l,;:> .7.5
-Japan,
.20 l,;:> .,')O
down the t.ree, while few are seen in
-Eng.
Breakf.
.rs l,;:> .60 the lower sha<1esof the forest. which
are singularly bare of bloom. l'erched
The Schofield Cake Griddle for sale at high in the air and shatlf'd by the foliag-P
Chas. Barrowe'.
See ad. and cut in this
of the tree upon wliich it grows. the
paper.
orehid ma.Iles its home, and the perilous
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experiei1,:es of collf:ctms in their attempt to tiud ;,ome uew anll rare species

would !ill volnmt1s. J11st,n1ces are not
uncommon of expert r.o!Jec·torshaving
b<>,en
sri,t th1JU:iiH1tls nf wil,•~ across the
ocean to son1fl renwtP part of South
America. ln,li:i or lite J\lalayan Archipelag·,,. lo :;e,·un, some orchid of which
a spt'1:imt>11or two may have been
broug·ht homi>.
-

..--~+..._.____.._

Farn~ and Garden
f ractic,• 1 Go,~i'P .\ bout the Field and
Its Prodn,·.b-f.:are
of Poultry
and J,ive Stock,
As snnn :is the ears lrnve been taken

from the swret corn the stalks sho11ld
be cut 11p and ferl to th<' eows in as
green a condition as po.,siltle.
In bn~·ing pigs for bn"Pding stock the
best is Lhe chl•:tpest, th,t1u;11 it cost a
little more money. 'l'he reiison why
breedf'rs justify thf'msP[YPS in saving
runk;. ls i.,,cause f'ome nwn are thoughtless enough to bny them at a low price.
It is a question with some good
wheat growers whether the manure
should be applied before the Iirst plo11ghing or :tftn·warrl, but the prevailing
tendency is toward ploug-lting first,
then to drnw an,l sprf:'ad the manure
on the surf,1ce and aft,•rward work it
into the soil in snlls,·q1a•nt cultivation. The manure is tl111skept nearer
the ,nuface, where it is believed to do
the most. good.
Tht' ick1 that chickens belong to the
herri111.;falllily seems to be generally
prev:1lent. with shippt-ffs. Trnmpled,
bnfrwd an,l snJforinv. from thirst, most
of t.ltt' pnultry i,hat con11~sto market is
wholly 11111it.
to use din!,·flv from the
coop. \\'hilt> it is not. p!'a~:tir,:1bleto
send cliit·);t•ns to 111:irkPt i11p,ilace cars,
it is pos:,1iilp to sl11p L111••nwith some
rC'ga r;l t,o !.ho ,·om I ort of lhC' fowls, nnd
for t.!11•,;t11111,,,:h~
11-r'tl1ose who pay for
and who aw Lo ,!aL them.
A~IBI'.OSIA.-Instead of tbe usual
sliced oranges, pare ancl cut in small
pieces a thoroughly ripe pineapple,
l'ut a layer of the pineapple in a glass
disb and ~weden it; then add a layer
of grated cocoannt and continue in
alternation until the dish i:; full, having
the cocoanut for the last layer.. Angel
cake or common sponge cake will be a
suitable accomp:wiment.

When Baby was sick, we ~ave hor t5astori'l,
When she was:,, Child, she criod (or ( 'aatoria,

When she hoca.mo Mias, sho clung t.o CSl..dtoria.t
When she ha.ii Children,

sbo ga..-e tho:u Castoda,

'I}

fi~ ,~~~~.,\~~

"~~·~:~~~:J

,;;~,

Now is the time lo buy

CHEAP.
Good Buckets from 13 to 18 cts.
All kinds of Tin Job ·work
neatly and prnmptly.

clone

W. H .. CONANT,
Holt's Block,

Canton.

Notice.
The municipal officers of the town of
Canton, hereby give notice that they desire to engage and hire a good active,
able-bodied man and his wife for one year,
to take charge and carry on the town farm
in said town. from the first day of Ma1·ch
18?,7, to the first day of March 1888. The
selectmen of said town of Canton, will receive sealed proposals to fill the position
aforesaid until February 16th, 1887. The
right to reject any or all proposals' is reserved.
Proposals
will be examined at
the dwelling house of O. F. Taylor at
Canton village on February 16th, 1887, at
ro o'clock A. M.
F. A. DELANO } Municipal Officers
0. F. TAYLOR
of
N. H. CAMPBELL
Canton.
Canton, Jan. 24th, 188i.

TOCONSUMPTIVES.

The undersigned lfaving been re~tored
to health by simple means, after suffering
for several years with :i severe lung affec-__
1ion, and that dread disease Ccmumption,
is anxious to make known to his fellow
sufferers the means of cure. To those who
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
which they will find a sure cure for COJ.l·

sumption,Asthma,Catarrh.,Bro1,chi.tis
and

all throat and lung Ma.ladies. He hopes
all sufferers will try his Remedy, ·as it is
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescription, which will cost them nothing, anci
may prove a hlessing, will please address,
REV. EDWARD A. Wrr.soN, \Villiamsburg,
King's County, New York.
ry52

MAN
lU
AGENTLE

having !wen <'nred
I of X<>1·vousprostration. S,•rninal WPak11c-~8, PrPmature
Decay. anc1 all r,lH!evil ('ffects of earlv indi,cretio11 aJJd youthfnl foll)'. is anx'ions t•>
makP known to otlwrs the .;implfl rno<lP
of self-cure-.
To those who wish :tJJtl
will giVP him their symptoms.
he will
send (free) I.Jyrrtnrn mail a copy of the
recip,· so s11ec1•ssfull)' u~PCIin hb rase ..
Address in c,onfidcJJee. ,l.u11-.~ \V.
P1.'\K!>EY, 4:? ('t•dar St .. ~- Y.
lyi\2

